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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem. Systematic methods for formulating 
the equations describing linear networks have resulted from the 
application of linear· graph theory. Koenig and Blackwell (1) utilized 
linear graph theory in the development of methods of analysis of complex 
networks containing electrical and mechanical components. These authors 
extended the use of linear graph theory to obtain then-port represen= 
tation or characteristics of multiport networks. The terms multiport 
model and n=port model are used synonymously in this thesis to mean the 
port (or terminal) linear graph and the port (or terminal) equations. 
The existence of systematic methods for obtaining network n-port 
models suggests the possibility of employing a digital computer to 
formulate and solve the required network equations. This thesis reports 
on a study to determine a means of employing a digital computer to 
formulate and compute the n=port models of large networks. Networks 
containing linear passive one-port and multiport devices and ideal 
drivers are considered. Basic to the study is the determination of a 
method to formulate the n=port models of large networks which contain 
algebraic (electrical conductance or mechanical damper) elements only, 
together with mixed (both through=variable=independent and across= 
variable-independent) drivers. Once this method is developed, it is 
extended to the formulation of multiport models of networks containing 
1 
energy storage devices (electrical capacitance and inductance or 
mechanical spring and mass elements). 
Specifically, when the research was initiated, a method was sought 
which would divide the network into parts, solve each part separately, 
and form the required n-port model from the divided network solutions. 
A method was required which could be programmed on a digital computer 
so that the computer could accept simple input data and compute the 
desired model without manual analysis. 
2 
L 2 Previous Work in th i s Area. The mos t recen t work in this area 
was done by Lucky (2 ). This work describes the obtaining of multiport 
models of networks containing resistances, ideal voltage and cu.rrent 
drivers, and two-port components, specifically three-terminal linear 
algebraic components, and resulted in a computer program which computes 
the specified n-port representation for networks of limited size. The 
techniques used required simple input data to the computer, data 
obtained from a linear graph of the network. 
Other digital computer programs have been written for analysis of 
electrical and mechanical networks. A program described by Branin (3) 
computes the d-c an d transient responses of transis tor circuits. The 
DYANA pr ogram of the General Motors Research Laboratories analyzes 
networks of arbitrary configurations (4) . Both programs are able to 
formulate and solve the necessary mathematical equations f rom s imple 
input data ; J)owever, neither obtain the network multiport model--the 
goal of the work reported in this thesis. 
The idea of dividing the network into parts, or subnetworks , for 
analysis was suggested by Lucky . This idea of divi ding a network in t o 
smaller units in order to obtain a solution is not new. Kron used this 
idea in his method of tearing (5, 6). A summary. of Kron' s method of 
tearing is given in Appendix A. 
1. 3 Brief Outline of the Method of Solution. The method of 
solution involves dividing the network into subnetworks such that an 
ni-subport model can be obtained for each subnetwork. The individual 
subnetwork models are combined to form an m-subport model of the entire 
network. The desired n-port model for the network is then obtained 
from the m-subport linear graph model. 
The method of solution involves the following steps: 
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1. Divide the given network in accordance with certain topological 
restrictions and add driver branches to the ports of the 
subnetworks. 
2. Determine a fundamental tree and cotree for each subnetwork. 
3. Determine the fundamental cutset matrix for each subnetwork. 
4. Determine the subpart model for each subnetwork. 
s. Form the composite or m-subport model of the given network by 
combining the subnetwork subpart models. 
60 . Obtain the required n-port. model of the given network from the 
composite model. 
A detailed discussion of the method of solution as outlined above 
and the network division algorith~ are presented in Chapter II. The 
tree-forming and outset-forming algorithms are presented in Chapter III. 
. . 
The network information necessary fol:' these algorithms is al!:3o discussed. 
Chapter IV discusses the modeling of multiport components as 
individual subnetworks and presents the computer program for obtaining 
n~port models of networks containing both one-port and multiport 
algebraic componentso Examples are given • 
. In Chapter V the multiport modelinlt of networks containing passive 
energy storage one-port elements is defined, and the formulation of 
such models is discussedo The equations are derived to characterize 
the subnetwork models of such networkso The computer program.for 
obtaini~g the state-space n-port models of these networks is discussedo 
Examples are giveno 
The method of solution which is developed in this thesis 9 as well 
as the algorithms and the computer programs derived from the solution 
method 9 is completely general and can apply to a variety of types of 
linear mechanical or electrical systems. The programs can be easily 
adai;>ted, if they cannot be used in their present form 9 to systems 
containing both electrical and mechanical elernentso However• in the 
interest of clarity of presentation 1 where it is necessary to discuss 
system elements and system variables, the elements and variables of 
the electrical network will be used in the following chapterso 
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CHAPTER II 
THE METHOD OF SOLUTION AND THE 
NETWORK DIVISION ALGORITHM 
2ol Introductiona Ann-port model of the following form: 
is sought for linear algebraic networks• where 
and 
bi is the n=vector of the n-port currents 9 
'tr is the n=vector of the n=port voltages, 
En is the p=vector of voltages of the p network voltage drivers, 
~ is the q=vector of currents of the q network current drivers~ 
Qp:. Ent and E,o are coefficient matrices of dimension n by n, 
n by p 9 and n by q, respectivelyo 
The n1::,twork models sought are based upon a Lagrangian tree==all of 
the branches of the modeling tree are incident to a common nodeJ Thus 
the terms ~ and port nodes are used synonymously to identify the 
nodes 9 other than the common nodet of the modeling treeo 
The commonly used terms of linear graph theory are used as defined 
by Seshu and Reed (7) and will not be redefinedo 
A method of obtaining the n=port model of large networks containing 
on one=po:r't conductance (resistance) elements and driver elements is 
5 
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presented in the following section, This basic met hod i s then extended 
in subsequent chapters to networks containing energy storage (capacitance 
and inductance) elements and multiterminal components. 
2,2 The Method of Solution. One step in obtaining an n-port model 
of a network is the simultaneous solution of a set of equations, The 
number of equations involved depends, in part, on the size of the network. 
Consider obtaining then-port model characteristics .!,p = ~ yP of a 
network of passive elements with v nodes, The solution is of the nodal 
analysis form and requires v-1-n equations, Thus it is desirable, if 
possible, to divide the given large network into several smaller units 
or subnetworks and form the desired model from the subnetwork models. 
Consider a large electrical network composed of one-port conductance 
elements and voltage and current drivers. Assume the network has a 
total of v nodes, among which are the n ·pox,t nodes and the common node 
of the desired Lagrangian model, Divide or partition the network into 
disjoint subnetworks by placing arbitrary (with one x,estriction given 
below) groups of elements into each subnetwork such that only some of the 
v nodes are. contained in more than one subnetwork. Define as subnetwork-
port nodes, subpart nodes, o~ simply subparts those nodes which either 
belong to the set of n port nodes of the given network or are nodes 
which are common to two or more subnetworks (other than the common node); 
define the total number of subpart nodes as m. In each subnetwork add 
subpart voltage drivers between each subpart and the reference or common 
node of the subnetwork model--the common node of the d~sired n-port 
model. 
The constraint imposed upon the network division is that no 
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subnetwork may contain a circuit of suhport and network voltage driver 
elements. If this restriiction is obser,ved, an ni-subport mode 1 of the 
form 
(2.2,l) 
may l:>e formulated for ~a.ch of the subnetwor,ks (refe:r to Chapter II!) 
where 
I is the n ,-vector of currents of the n, sub port voltage driver-s, 
,;;.sp. l. l. 
. J. 
t ie the n.-vector of voltages of the n· sub port voltage d:t'ivers • 
.:SP. ls . . . J.. J. 
£o. is. the prveotor of voltages of the Pi subnetwork voltage 
l. 
drivet-s • a $ub:Set of the p-network voltage drivers, 
ii_ is the qi -vector o.f cux't-ents of the qi subnetwQrk 01J:rrent 
d:,:ii vers • a subset of the q netwo;r,k current dt>i ver.s, 
fil:d. • ~ • ~d Pi are the coefficient matrices of dimensicm ni x ni, 
ni x p ,it and ni x qi, respectively. 
'fhis form of the si,ibport model characteristics, whe:t'e the VE!GtOX' .f.sp. 
l. 
is <e:x.plicit in terms of the subport voltage drivE.u:·~ network voltage 
drivl=r. and netwbt>k cur:rent driver independent variables, is similar 
to tht form sought for the given netwol"k n-port model. (Equation 2 .1. l). 
Again, each subnetwork model is based upon a Lag'.l'.'angian tree. 
The models of the subnetworks cc;1;n be combined to form .a composite 
m-subpo1;1t model of the origin.al network. 'l'he common node of each 
subnetwork model tx,ee has been defined as, common to all aubn~tworks, 
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the common node of the desired model tree of the given large network. 
Thus the trees representing the individual subnetworks can be combined 
to form a composite Lagrangian tree for an m-subport model of the given 
petwork. Tree elements having comm~ subport nodes represent subport 
voltage drivers of identical voltages, thus these paralleled elements 
of the composite model may be represented by a single element which 
represents the voltage of the subport drivers and the sum of the currents 
of the paralleled subport drivers. 
The equations which characterize the composite m-subport model are 
formed by placing the elements of the individual subnetwork matrices 
fila_ 1 .2li_, and .£.i in the appropriate element locations of the composite 
fil:.• ~· and E. matrices, respectively. The composite matrix equation is 
[ ~p] + DJ E -""'i) 
-I) 
where 
l_sp is the m-vector of all subport voltage driver currents, 
E.sP is the m-vector of all subport voltage driver voltages, 
~ is the p-vector of all network voltage driver voltages, 
!!.n is the q-vector of all network current driver currents, 
and 
Gl• G2 9 and Dare coefficient matrices of the composite modelo m:mm1:111.- 6!lli:!!I 
Since the composite tree model is formed by paralleling certain 
subnetwork tree elements, certain of the elements of the composite Gl 
-
matrix are sums of elements of the subnetwork ~ matrices. The 
individual elements summed are conductances of the paralleled subnetwork 
9 
elements that are coefficients of the same subport voltage driverso 
This is similar to the paralleling of n .. port networks represented by 
indefinite admittance matrices discussed by Weinberg ( 8) on pages 52-53. 
An example follows which illustrates the forming of the composite model. 
Consider the network shown in Figure 2.2.l(a). The network is 
divided into two subnetworks as shown in Figure 2. 2. l(b) with appropri,ate 
subpo~t voltage drivers added in the subnetworks. The Lagrangian trees 
which represent the two subnetworks are shown in Figure 2.2.l(c). The 
subnetwork models are characterized by 
and 
rCl > 
1 
r_< I> 
2 = 
= 
gC2) 
11 
i2) 
22 
i2) 
33 
E 
1 
E 
2 
E 
3 
E 
5 
E 
2 
E 
3 
E 
4 
E 
6 
+ 
a< 1) 
32 
(2.2.3a) 
+ 
The superscripts indicate the subnetwork to which the equation elements 
belong. There are four subports, the two ports specified for the given 
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Ra' 
(a) 
(1) (b) (2) 
(c) 
(d) 
Figure 2.2.lo Example Network. (a) Given network. (b) Two subnet-
works of given network. (c) Modeling trees for the two subnetworkso 
(d) Composite mod~l treeo' 
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network and the two corresponding to the two nodes common to both 
subnetworkso The composite network model tree is shown in Figure 2.2ol(d)o 
The composite equations characterizing this four-subport model are: 
I I(l) g(l) g(l) g(l) 0 g<1) 0 E 
l l . i-1 12 l 3 14 1 
I I(l)+ r< 2 > ( 1) g(l)+g(2) (1)+ (2) (2) g;:> (2) E g g2 3 gl2 gl3 gl4 2 2 2 - -21 · 22 11 2 
= = 
I I(l) I(2) g(l) g(l)+g(2) (1) (2) (2) ( l) (2) E 
IJ 3 3 31 32 21 g33 +g22 g23 g34 g24 3 I(2) 0 (2) (2) (2) 0 (2) E 4 g31 g32 g33 g34 .4 
E 
5 
E 
6 
d(l) d(l) 0 J 
11 12 l 
d(l) d(l) a< 2) J 
+ 21 22 11 2 (2o2o4) 
d(l) d(1) d( 2) J 31 32 12 3 
0 0 i2) 
13 
Here the superscripts indicat.e from which subnetwork the composite 
equation elements originateo 
The desired n=port model for the given network can be derived from 
the m=subport composite modelo This is accomplished in a manner 
analogous to that described by Weinberg (8) for reducing an n-terminal 
network to a network with fewer terminals and determining a new 
, .. 
indefinite admittance matrix for the network. The vector of currents 
of the subports• which are not ports of the network, is set equal to 
zero; and the corresponding subport voltage vector is solved as a 
ftmction of the voltage vector of the port drivers and the voltage and 
current vectors of the network drivers of the given networko If the 
m•subport model is formed so that the fir~t n rows correspond to the .n 
ports of the given network, the composite matrix equation, Eq4ation 
2o2o2t can be partitioned 
12 
[ !f sp ] = [ i11 i12 i13] ~SP 
+ [~] 
~ (2 .2 •• 5) 
·.!asP ~.l ~2 ~3 ~p 
~ 
where .!Psp and ~SP are then-vectors of currents and voltages of the 
n-port drivers of the given network and lRsP and Eru;p are the ( m-n )= 
vectors of currents and voltages of the remaining subports. It follows 
then, that if .!RsP is made equal to zero, the vector fRsp is 
Substituting Equation 2.2.6 into Equation 2.2.s results in the desired 
n-port model 
which is of the form of Equation 2 .2. l where 
~ is equal to .!PsP, 
yP. is equal to =EJ>sp, 
~ is equal to .9.11 - ~ 2 ~2 -1 !k1' 
13 
. ~ is equal to .9.a. 3 - ~ 2 ~ 2 -_l ~ 3 • 
and 
• -1 £o is equal to £.i = .§_12 ~ 2 ~. 
Network analysis requires: ( l) that the mathematical relationships 
relating the variables (current and voltage for the electrical network) 
of each element be known; and (2) the e~istence of a means of specifying 
the network topology or the interconnections of the network elements. 
By specifying the element type and the element "value," the first 
requirement is satisfied. If the elements and nodes of the network are 
numbered, an array of numbers may be used for specifying the network 
topology. The algorithms and the analysis procedures developed and used 
in this study require only this basic network information. 
2o 3 The Network Division Algorithm. In addition to the theoretical 
constraint given,in S~ction 2.2. a sec_ond constraint must be imposed on 
the network di vision process for practical reasons--the size of the 
computer memory limits the size of the subnetworks for which model 
characteristics are to be computed. Thus the number·of elements in each 
subnetwork tree and each subnetwork_cotree is. limited by some maximum 
numbero Subnetwork tree and cotree sizes can be calculated without 
knowning the specific elements which belong to either set. The number 
of tree elements is equal to the number of nodes of the subnetwork 
minus one; the number of cotree elements is equal to the total number 
of subnetwork elements minus the number of elements in the tree. 
A third constraint in dividing a given network may be imposed if, 
for some reason 9 subnetworks of maximum size are not desired. Computation 
round=off errors may be checked by forming an n-port model two or more 
14 
times from different network divisionso Also, as is done in Chapters IV 
and v, a small network may be divided into small subnetworks in order 
to illustrate the process without requiring the use of large example 
networks. In either case, a subnetwork of minimum size may be specified 1 
and the network division algorithm described below will add network 
elements to the subnetworks (form the subnetworks) until the minimum 
size is reached or exceededo 
The network division algorithm is developed around the above 
constraints o The following terms are specifically defined for the 
purpose of defining the algorithm. Attention is called to Section 2. 1 
for the meaning of the. term port or port~· It should also be noted 
that the word network will be used exclusively to .mean the given network, 
without port drivers, for which then-port model is desired. 
Definition 2. 3.l~ Subnetwork. In general the term subnetwork 
means any subset of elements of a given network. For the purpose of 
this thesis a subnetwork is defined as any one of the disjoint subsets 
of elements resulting from a dividing or partitioning of a given network 
such that: 
(a) the union of all subnetworks is equal to the given network, 
(b) the intersection of any pair of subnetworks is the null seti 
(c) there exists no path made up exclusively of voltage driver 
elements between any pair of subports or any subport and the 
common node (reference Sections 2.2ol and . 2.2.2), and 
(d) the size of the subnetwork does not exceed a prescribed maximum 
(reference Section 2 . 2.2) . 
Definition 2.3.2. Reference or common node. The node of the given 
15 
network which is selected as the common node of the desired n-port 
Lagrangian tree model is defined as the reference or common node. This 
node is further defined as the common node of all subnetwork models. 
Definition 2o2o3o Subport. A subport is defined as a node of a 
subnetwork which either belongs to the set of the n port nodes of the 
given network or is a node• other than the common node, which appears in 
both a subnetwork and its complement. 
Definition 2.3a4o x-node. Pm x-node is a node of the network, or 
of a subnetwork 9 that is connected to a port, subport, or to the common 
node by a path made up exclusively of network voltage drivers. 
Definition 2.,3.5. Interior node. An interior node is defined as 
a node which appears in only one subnetwork. 
An interior node is thus a node of a subnetwork such that all 
elements incident to it in the network are incident to it in the 
subnetwork. 
Definition 2.3.6. Subport driver. Subport drivers are the voltage 
drivers added to a subnetwork 9 between each subport and the common node, 
in order to establish the subport model of the subnetwork (refer to 
Chapter 6 of Koenig and Blackwell ( 1)). 
Definition 2.3.7., Augmented subnetwork. An augmented subnetwork 
is defined as a subnetwork and its added subpart drivers. 
Each subnetwork is formed by selecting certain nodes, one at a 
time t to be made interior nodes of the subnetwork; that is 11 all of the 
elements incident to each selected node are placed into the subnetwork. 
A node is said to be associated with~ subnetwork a~er any element 
incident to the node has been placed into a subnetwork in the network 
division process. The steps of the. network division algorithm follow. 
1. Determine whether any network nodes are x-nodes. That is, 
determine those nodes which are connected to a network port 
or to the reference node by a path made up exclusively of 
network voltage drivers, 
2. Select a node to be made an interior node of a subnetwork: 
( a) select a node from the list of x-nodes, or if no x-nodes 
exist, 
(b) select a node not associated with a subnetwork, or if 
all nodes are associated with subnetworks, 
(c) select a node which has elements remaining incident to it 
in the network. 
16 
3. Remove from the elements remaining in the network the elements 
incident to the selected node and 
(a) place the elements into the subnetwork, and 
(b) if any of these elements are network voltage drivers or 
network current drivers, add them to the appropriate list--
volt age drivers to the branch list, the list of elements 
which comprise the tree of the subnetwork linear graph, and 
current drivers to the chord list, the list of elements 
which comprise the cotree of the subnetwork linear graph. 
Determine the other nodes to which these elements are incident 
and list the nodes; denote these nodes ask-nodes. 
4. If network voltage driver elements which remain in the given 
network are incident to any node listed in the k-node list, 
17 
determine the other nodes to which these e·le"i'Iients are . incident 
and list thase nodes in the x-node list., (These nodes are 
listed as x-nodes because the k-nodes may become subports.) 
So If a node of the k-node list appears in the x-node list, use 
this node as the next · selected node to make an interior node 
of the subnetwork and return to--Step 3. · If no x-nodes are in 
the k-node list, go to Steps. 
6. Determine the number of branches and the number of chords there 
would be in the subnetwork if the subnetwork were completed by 
adding subport driver elements O If both are less th.an the 
minimums required• go to Step 7; if both are less than the 
maximum and one is larger than the minimum, go to Step 9; if 
either is larger than the maximum number allowed, go to Step e. 
7. Select a new node to be made an interior node of the subnetwork 
(a orb below) and go to Step 3: 
( a) Select a node from the k-node list which has elements 
remaining incident to it in the given network, or if no 
such k=node exists, 
(b) select any node which has elements remaining incident to it 
in the given network, or if no such network exists, 
( c) do not select a new node; go to Step 9. 
B. Return all elements to the given network which were placed into 
the subnetwork since the previous size determination (Step 6) 
was made on the subnetwork. Also remove these elements from 
the branch and chord lists if they occur in the lists. Go to 
Step 9o 
9. Add subport driver elements to the subnetwork to form the 
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augmented subnetwork. Each subport driver element is assigned 
a number which is equal to the number assigned to the subport 
(node) increased by the total number of elements in the given 
network. 
10. If elements remain in the given network, return to Step 2 and 
start a new subnetwork. If no elements remain in the network, 
the process is completed. 
This algorithm is the basis of the network division phases of the 
computer programs presented in Chapters IV and V. The algorithm will 
divide any given network of resistors, voltage drivers and current 
drivers, which has no circuits of voltage driver elements (including 
the port drivers of then-ports) and no cutsets of current drivers, into 
subnetworks of the same class--no circuits of voltage drivers and no 
cutsets of current drivers--if such a division of the network is at all 
possible within the maximum size subnetwork constraints imposed. A 
test is given in the following section which may be applied to a given 
network to determine if the network can be divided into subnetworks of 
specified maximum size. 
2,4 An Algorithm to Determine if a Network Can be Divided. It may 
not be possible to divide a given network into subnetworks of a given 
maximum number of branches and chords because of the manner in which a 
number of network voltage drivers are located in the network topology. 
This may or may not be determined by a superficial inspection of the 
network. However, a detailed manual procedure is available which tests 
a given network to determine i f sufficient condit i ons exist in t he 
network so that it can be divided. The steps of the procedure are : 
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1. Identify each set of nodes which is connected by one or more 
network voltage driver elements. 
2. For each group containing a network port node, perform the 
following steps: 
( a) Count the number of nodes• n, excluding the port node. 
(b) Count the number of nodes, m, which are connected by 
network current driver or conductance elements to the 
n-nodeso 
(c) Sum b = n + m + 1. 
(d) Count the number of current driver and conductance elements, 
c• which connect n-nodes tom-nodes and n-nodes to other 
n-nodes of the same group. 
3. For each group not containing a port node, perform the following 
steps: 
( a) Select the node ( or ope pf the nodes) whose incident network 
current driver and copductance elements connect to the 
minimum number of nodes. 
{b) Consider this no4e as a port nod,,~ and perform the steps i(a) 
through 2 ( d) , 
4. For those groups of nodes which are connecteg by a single 
current driver or conductance element from a noqe of one g:poup 
to a node of anc,,ther group, determine the following: 
N 
(a) B = l b. ; N groups so connected. 
i = l J. 
N 
(b) c = N - l + I c .• 
i = l J. 
s. If all b's and B's are less than or equal to the maximum 
number of branches allowed in a subnetwork and all e's and 
C's are less than or equal to the maximum number of chords 
allowed in a subne_tworkt the network can be divided by the 
network division algorithm. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUBNETWORK MODELING 
3._l Introduction.; The formulation of the subnetwork models as 
defined in Chapter II by Equation 2. 2. 1 is accomplished by the 
application of lin$ar graph theory as developed by Koenig and Blackwell 
(1). A formulation tree and its complement, the cotree, are formed for 
each augmented subnetwork. From the tree and cotree, the fundamental 
outset matrix (or the fundamental circuit matrix) must be formed. The 
outset matrix is used for reasons stated later. With the outset matrix 
determined and the values of the augmented subnetwork branch and chord 
conductances known, the desired subnetwork model is formulated. 
The tree-cotree algorithm is presented in Section 3.2, the 
algorithm for formi~& the outset matrix is presented in Section 3.3 9 
and the formulation of the subnetwork model is detailed in Section 3. 4a 
3.2 The Tree Form?ition Algorithm. Cummins and Thomason (9) 
developed a computer program based upon an algorithm by Minty (10) 
.· 
which lists all of the trees of a linear graph.. The algorithm developed 
in this section is based upon the work of these authors, but it is 
different in that only one tree of the network is determined. Also, 
the algorithm developed here produces a tree which contains certain 
specified elements of the augmented subnetwork• and a tree complement 
or cotree 9 .which contains other specified elements of the augmented 
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subnetwork .. -those elements determined to belong in the .. tree and cotree 
by the network division algorithm. This is necessary since all voltage 
driver elements must be in the tree and all current driver elements 
must be in the cotree in order to perform the required linear graph 
theory analysis. 
The steps of the algorithm are: 
1, Remove the elements from the augmented subnetwork which are 
contained in the subnetwork chord list created by tbe network 
division algorithm. 
2. Select an element of the subnetwork branch list obtained by. 
the network division algorithm. 
3, Locate the nodes to which the selected branch element is 
incident in the augmented subnetwork. Remove the branch from 
the subnetwork and join together or identify the two nodes as 
one single node. 
4, Remove from the subnetwork any self loop elements--elements 
with both ends incident at the same node--which are generated 
by the identification of two nodes in Step 3. Add these 
elements to the subnetwork chord list o 
5. Return to Step 2 until all elements of the branch list, 
listed by the network division algorithm, have been selected 
and removed from the subnetwork. 
6. If elements remain in the subnetwork, choose any element as a 
branch. Add the element to the subnetwork branch list and go 
to St~p 3. If no elements remain in the subnetwork, the 
subnetwork tree and cotree are defined by the branch and chord 
lists, respectively. 
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3o 3 The, Cutset Matrix F~rmation Algorithm. An algorithm has been 
developed to form the fundamental circuit matrix (2). The development 
of the algorithm to form the fundamental cutset matrix is due to an 
attempt to simplify the obtaining of one matrix or the other. Either 
matrix may be used with equal facility in the subnetwork model 
formulation; however, the cutset matrix algorithm developed requires 
somewhat less input information than the earlier developed circuit 
matrix algorithm, based upon the computer program realization of both. 
The steps of the algorithm follow from the definitions of the cutset 
matrix and fundamental cutsets (7) 0 
1. Create a matrix of zeros with as many rows as the number of 
entries in the subnetwork branch list and as many columns as 
the number of entries in the subnetwork chord list. Select 
the fir$t entry in the branch list as the first cutset branch. 
2. Determine one of the .nodes to which the cutset branch is 
incident in the augmented subnetwork and determine if the 
branch is oriented away from the node. 
3. List the node in the node list. List all the elements incident 
--
to the node, except the branch i in the cut set list o 
----
4. If any elements of the cutset list are branch elements, select 
one and remove it from the cutset list. Determine the other 
node to which it is incident and go to Step 3. 
s. When there are no branch elements in or remaining in the cutset 
list, remove both entries of all those elements which appear 
twice in the cutset list. 
6. The cutset list formed is the list of cutset chords 
corresponding to the initially selected cutset branch. Select 
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the first chord in this listo 
7. Determine if the selected chord is oriented away from any of 
the nodes in the node list. 
s. If the orientation of the cutset branch (Step 2) and the 
orientation of the chord (Step 7) are both away from or both 
toward any of the nodes in the node list, the cutset matrix 
entry corresponding to the branch and chord is +l; if either 
the branch or chord orientation is away from and the other is 
toward any of the nodes in the node list, the entry is -lo 
9. Place the entry determined in Step 8 in the matrix row 
corresponding to the cutset branch position in the subnetwork 
branch list and in the matrix column corresponding to the 
position in which the. chord is loc.ated in the subnetwork chord 
list. 
10. Select the next chord in the cutset list and go to Step 7 o 
When all chords have been selected 0 go to Step lL 
11. Remove all entries from the node and cutset listso Select 
the next branch in the branch list for the next cutset branch 
and go to Step 2. When all branches have been selected J the 
cutset matrix submatrix Sis completedo 
..... .. 
The complete cutset matrix representation is [£.§Ji where U is a 
unit matrix. 
3. 4 . Subnetwork Modelingo The subnetwork model is computed from 
the cutset submatrix 5 §..i and the component values of the tree and cotree 
conductances. The matrix .2,. is partitioned and provides both the 
fundamental cuts.et and fundamental circuit equations: 
where 
[lvnJ [!'' :2J [knl = -
.!.cGJ .fxG 
-'21 '"""22 
l T s TJ l~:J l 2cn J s -11 -2\.= S T ~G -12 122 
.lvn and ~Dare the current and voltage vectors of the voltage 
drivers, 
~D and .Y.co are the current and voltage vectors of the current 
drivers, 
1rG and Yir,G are the current and voltage vectors of the tree 
conductances, and 
.!.cG and .Y.cG are the current and voltage vectors of the cotree 
conductances. 
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The tree and cotree conductances provide two additional equations~ 
the component equations 
and 
I = G V 
-'l'G """T -TG 
where ~ and .£c are diagonal matrices 9 the elements of which are the 
values in mhos of the tree and cotree conductances. The conductances 
are ordered in the same order as the corresponding elements are listed 
in the tree and cotree lists; thus the current and voltage vectors of 
Equations 3. 4. 3 and 3. 4. 4 are the same as those in Equations 3. 4. l 
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The subnetwork models are formulated as follows: From Equations 
3.4.l and 3,4.2 the following equations are written~ 
T T 
= §.12 fvD + ~2 .Yq.G 
I = - S J - S I 
-VD -11 --CD -12 .:.CG (3o4o6) 
Equation 3o4.5 is substituted into Equation 3.4.3 and the result 
substituted into Equation 3o 4.6, resulting in an expression for .f.vo in 
terms of driver current and voltage vectors and ~G: 
lvD = - T S T V S J "D - _s 12 ~ [ S E"D + "' ] -11 -.. -.... -12 -v -2.2 -~G 
Equation 3. 4. 1 also provides 
Equations 3.4.4 and 3.4.3 are substituted into Equation 304080 Equation 
3/4.5 is substituted into the result. The following equation 11 
containing the same variables as Equation 3o4o7 9 results~ 
G V ::: - S J - S ' G [S T E + S T V -, 
-T ..:J'G -21 -CD -22 -<; -12 -VD -22 ....lfG-
Equation 3.4.9 is solved for V 
-'I'G 
Equation 3. ti.10 is substituted into Equation 3. 4. 7 to provide the 
expression for lvn 9 the vector of currents of all subnetwork voltage 
driver elements I' in terms of the voltage vector of these driver elements 
and the current vector of the subnetwork current driverso The result is 
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!.vo = §.ro !vo + E.vo lco (3o4oll) 
where 
G ::: S G S T [G S G S T]-l S G S T S T 
.;;JJD '""!12 -C """22 ...ll' + """22 -C --22 --22 ...C -12 -: -12 (3o4ol2) 
and 
n.. S .§,., S T [G.,.. + S G,.. S T r 1 S - S 
.;:.vD ::: -12 ~ """22 -. -22 -.... """22 """21 -11 (3.4.13) 
Since only the representation of subport currents is desired, those 
equations expressing network voltage ,driver currents can be eliminated 
· from Equation 3o 4o 11 to form the subnetwork subport model equivalent 
to Equation 2.2.1, 
where 
.!.sP = ,Skp fvo + ~P kn 
f.sp is the vector of currents of the subpart voltage drivers, a 
subset of the currents of the vector .!..vn defined in Equation 
Evo and ko are the vectors as, defined for Equations 3. 4. 1 and 
3.4.2; and 
.£sp and £.spare matrices derived from £vn and 12..vn of Equation 
3.4.11 by deleting the appropriate rows. 
CHAPTER IV 
n-PORT MODELING OF NETWORKS COMPOSED OF ONE-PORT 
AND MULTIPORT RESISTIVE DEVICES AND IDE.AL 
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT DRIVERS 
4ol Introduction. Networks or systems may contain multiport 
components in addition to one-port elements. The composition of such 
components need not be known in order to be able to model the 
characteristics of these deviceso Models similar to the subnetwork 
models formulated in Chapter III can be formulated for individual 
multiport components. The analysis of networks containing these 
devices is carried out in a manner quite similar to the analysis of 
networks which contain only one-port elements. 
The theory presented in the previous chapters is'extended in this 
chapter to include systems containing components with more than one 
port. These components are considered as individual subnetworks of 
the given network in which they are connected and for which the n=port 
model is sought. Section 4.2 presents the manner in which suitable 
models of multiport components are determined so that these models can 
be added to the composite subport model discussed in Chapter II. The 
remainder of this chapter presents the computer program in detail 9 
beginning with a discussion of the input data to the program and 
co?cluding with an example. 
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4o 2 Multiport Component Modeling. Multiport compo~ents can be 
mathematically modeled by a terminal tree-graph and an associated set 
of terminal equations (l)o It is assumed that the tree graphs which 
represent the components to be considered are of arbitrary form and 
that the terminal equations are of the form 
I = G V 
where I and V are the current and voltage vectors of the modeling tree 
elements and G is a matrix of short- circuit conductance parameters . 
-
Subpart models similar to those formulated for the subnetworks of 
one-port elements are formulated for multiport components from the 
given modelso These subport models are formulated by considering each 
multi port component as an individual subnetwork o The augmented sub-
network in this case is defined as the multiport component plus the 
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voltage drivers 9 both subpart drivers and any necessary network voltage 
drivers, which are required to define the voltages of all of the 
terminals of the multiport component . This augmented multiterminal 
component subnetwork will hereafter be referred to as an m-c subnetworko 
-----=--
The simplest subpart model of a mult i port component is a Lagrangian 
tree model wit h a subpart br anch element connect ing the common node to 
each terminal of the componento Such a model can be obtained by a 
simple tree transformation of variables (1). However, this model will 
not a lways be feasible. Consider the case of a mul tiport component 
which has terminals that are connected to network nodes whi ch are 
:x:-nodes or become defined as :x:- nodes by the division process . The 
voltages of each of these terminals is a fun ction of both a subpart 
driver and one or more network voltage drive rso Thus t he models which 
are to :represent these components will contain both subpo:rt drivers 
and network drivers• and their linear graph models will contain t:ree 
branches in se:t:'ies o 
The multiport component models a:re formulated by linear graph 
theory in a similar manner as was done in formulating the models in 
Chapt~r IIIo The cutset coefficient matrix! of the graph of each 
m-c subnetwork is requiredo The t:ree of this graph is formed by the 
subport and network voltage driver elementso The cotree is formed by 
the elements of the given model tree-grapho 
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Because of the characteristics of the linear graphs which represent 
m-c subnetworks, the cutset matrix Scan be formed by a unique 
-
algorithmo It is assumed that the n-l chord elements 9 the elements 
of the component terminal model tree graph• are numbered l 9 2 9 o o o, n:"'1 
and that the b_ranch elements are labeledo The steps of the algorithm 
follow~ 
lo Select any terminal of the multiterminal componento 
2o Create a vector R with n=l emements by determining which of 
-
the n-l chord elements are incident at the selected terminalo 
If element j is inciden,t and oriented toward the terminal!) 
Rj = 1 0 if oriented away from the terminal® Rj = =lo If 
element j is.not incident at the terminal; Rj = Oo 
3. Determine the path of tree elements which connect the selected 
terminal to the common or reference node. Determine the 
orientation of each element with respect to the patho 
4o For each branch determined in Step 3, add a row to the S 
.... 
matrix; if the branch is oriented toward the component 
terminal node• the row added is the vector R; if the branch 
-
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is oriented away from the component terminal• the row added is 
the vector -Ro 
-
5, If all component terminals have not been selected, select one 
and return to Step 2o If all terminals have been selected, 
the matrix Sis completeo 
-
The subport model of a multiport component is now formulatedo 
The:rie are no tree conductance elements and no chord current driver 
elements in the m-c subnetwork; thus the cutset equations and the circuit 
equations are 
I 
-VD = - ! .!.cG 
T 
= ! ~VD 
where the variables are the same as defined for Equations 3o4al and 
3o4o2o The component equation 
is the same as Equation 4.2.1 1 and~ = £?.,, the given short-circuit 
conductance matrix of the component. The three equations combine to 
formulate the model 
lvo = £vo E.vn 
where 
. T 
G__ = = S G S 
.;;.vo ..... - -
Equation 4~2.5~ like Equation 3.4.12i gives the currents of all 
voltage drivers or the subnetwork. The subport model can be determined 
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by omitting the rows of the matrix Equation 4.2.5 which correspond to 
network voltage driver currents o The subport model is 
(4.2.7) 
where 
.!,sp is the vector of currents of the m-c subnetwork subport 
drivers, a subset of the currents of 1'n , 
E.vn is the vector as defined in Equation 3.4.2, and 
,%p . the matrix derived by deleting the rows from ~D which lie l.S 
in the same relative positions as the network voltage driver 
currents. 
4o 3 The Computer Progra~ .A program 9 designated Program I 0 has 
been written which produces the coefficient matrices of the n=port 
models of large networks containing resistive one=port and multiport 
components, and current and voltage drivers. The program will produce 
a one- to five=port Lagrangian representation, as specified, of a 
network with up to forty nodes~ with a maximum of ten elements incident 
at any node 9 100 conductances 9 twenty voltage drivers, twenty current 
drivers 9 and any number of multiport components. Each multiport 
component may be a three= 9 four= or five=terminal component. The 
program is written in FORTRAN IV language for execution on the IBM 
1410 computer. The length of the program requires that it be written 
in six phases or parts. The phases are executed in order® and data is 
transferred to succeeding phases by the use of the computer tape units. 
Five tape units are requiredo The input is by punched cards s and the 
outpµt is printed by the computer line printero 
As stated earlier, in Chapter II, one requirement of network 
analysis is the mathematical description of the network topology. For 
analysis to be carried out by a computer, the mathematical description 
must be a numerical qescription which can be utilized efficiently by 
the analysis program. Thus the given network linear graph of one~port 
elements and the given tree-graphs of the multiport components must be 
converted to numerical descriptionso This is accomplished as follows. 
The linear graph of one-port elements is labeled as follows: The 
v nodes of the graph (including the nodes to which only multiport 
components connect) are numbered 1., 2 1 •• o, Vo The nodes are not 
required to be numbered in any order; however, the node which is to be 
the common node of the desired n-port model tree must be numbered 
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·last, that is I its number is Vo Each element of the graph is numbered 
1, 2, ooo, e. All conductance elements are numbered first; all current 
driver elements are numbered second 0 following the conductances; and 
the voltage driver elements are numbered last 9 following the current 
driver elements. Each of the elements must have an orientation. The 
orientation of the conductances is arbitrary. The orientation of the 
network driver elements is made to correspond to the polarities of 
the drivers they represent; arrows point away from the positive 
terminal of the voltage driver elements and in the same direction as 
the current flow in the current driver elements. 
Each multiport (n .. terminal) component terminal tree-graph is 
labeled as follows: The elements are numbered 1, 2 • ••• 9 n=l to 
correspond with the order of the parameters in the short-circuit matrix 
representing the component--the order of the equations in Equation 
4o2olo Each terminal is numbered with the number of the network node 
to which it connects. 
Two numerical arrays and a list are now defined. These are 
obtained directly from the directed graphs labeled as described above 
and provide the network topology information to the computer programo 
Definition 4a3ola The network connection array NTWKCN. Given 
a directed graph with v nodes numbered 1 1 2 1 o••• v and e one-port 
elements numbered 1, 2 9 •••• e. The network connection array NTWKCN = 
( a •• ) is defineq. by lJ 
a •• = the number from the set 1 1 2, ••• • e identifying element j lJ 
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incident at node i a l ,!_ j !_ m 9 where m elements are incident 
at node i. 
Definition 4a3 9 2. The direction array DIRECT for multiport 
component o Given a directed tree-graph with elements numbered 1,, 2, 
••• , n-1 and nodes numbered from the set 1, 2 9 • o. , v, where v is the 
number of nodes of the network of which the component is a part. The 
direction array DIRECT = (a,.) is defined by 
:t.J 
ail= the number from the set 1 9 2~ •?•, v identifying the node 
from which element i is directed, 
~
ai2 -· the number from the set 1 ® 2,, ••• , v identifying the node 
to which element i is directed. 
-
Definition 4.3.3. The orientation list. Given a directed graph 
with v nodes numbered 1 9 2 il' ••• , v and e elements numbered 1, 2 9 o o., e. 
The orientation list ORIENT' = (a.) is defined by J. 
a. = the number from the set 1 ~ 2 :1 ••• i v identifying the node 
l. 
from which element i is directed. 
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The computer program requires the following input data: 
1. General network specifications: 
(a) the number of nodes 
(b) the number of one-port elements 
(c) the number of voltage drivers 
(d) the number of current drivers 
(e) the number of multiport components 
( f) the number of ports• and 
(g) the list of the network port nodes. 
2. The terminal tree-graph direction array, DIRECT 9 and terminal 
conductance matrix· G for each multiport ,.component of the 
-
network. 
3. The network connection array NTWKCN. 
4. The orientation list ORIENT. 
s. A list of the conductance values in mhos in the order in which 
the conductance elements are numbered on the network graph. 
The following paragraphs describe the sequence of operations of 
Program I. Flow charts of the program phases are found in Appendix c. 
A list of definitions of the program FORTRAN variables which appear in 
the flow charts is found in Appendix Ba Some of these variable names 
appear in the following paragraphs. 
Phase 1 of the program performs two operations. First, the data 
of each multiport component is readt and the following computations 
are made in turn. The input array DIRECT is used to form a list, 
MTCTPT 9 of nodes to which the component terminals are connected in the 
network. The array DIRECT 9 the list MTCTPT 9 and the component matrix 
Gare written on tape for ase in Phase 2. During this operation, the 
list• MTCPLT, of all network nodes to which the components connect• is 
compiledo The second operation of Phase 1 divides the network of one-
. pqrt elements (one-port conductances and drivers) into subnetworks. 
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The program, based upon the algorithm presented in Chapter II, computes 
for each subnetwork the augmented subnetwork connection array SBNWCN, 
the partial tree list TRESET, and the partial cotree list CRDSET, and 
writes this information on tape for use in Phase 2. A list of all 
voltage driver elements, SRBRLT, both network drivers and subport 
drivers, is compiled during the formation of the subnetworks. This 
list is compared with the list MTCPLT; any nodes appearing in MTCPLT 
and not in SRBRLT are added to SRBRLT. SRBRLT and the lists XNDLST, 
XNDREF, and XNDSRC formed during network division are placed on tape 
.for Phase 2 o 
Phase 2 performs three operations. The entries of the voltage 
driver element list SRBRLT are numbered, forming the list LIST that 
specifies the order in which the voltage driver variables will appear 
in the composite subnetwork model. The second operation of Phase 2 
computes the models for each multiport component in turn. The program 
based on the algorithm of Section 4.2 uses the lists XNDLSTi XNDREFi 
and XNDSRC, the component array DIRECT and the component port list 
MTCTPT to compute the component=subnetwork=graph cutset matrix I and 
the voltage source position list SNVSLT. The m-c subnetwork 
model matrix .9.vn is computed using the §.. matrix and the given component 
terminal matrix£.• The matrix 2.vn and the list SNVSLT are written on 
tape for Phase 5. The final ope rat ion of Phase 2 is forming, in turn, 
the tree and cotree for each augmented subnetwork of one=port elements. 
The program first removes the rows of the subnetwork connection array 
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which correspond to nodes not in the subnetwork and produces the 
reduced array SBNWCN and compiles the list 9 SUBNOD, of nodes of the 
subnetwork in the order in which they appear in the reduced array o The 
programmed algorithm of Section 3o2 then completes the lists TRESET 
and CRDSET, forming the complete augmented subnetwork tree and cotreeo 
The following are written on tape for Phase 3: the reduced array SBNWCN 9 
TRESET 1 CRDSET• and SUBNODo 
Phase 3 uses the algorithm of Section 3o3 to form the cutset 
matrix So Upon the formation of each subnetwork cutset matrix 1 the 
-
following are computed: the subnetwork voltage driver list SNVSLT 9 
the subnetwork current driver list SNCSLT 9 the list of conductances of 
the tree GTREE 9 and the cotree GCOTREo The entries of these lists 
correspond to the positions in which the various elements are located 
in the cutset equation 0 Eqution 3.4olo These lists and the matrix S 
-
are WI'itten on tape fol' use in Phase 4o 
The program of Phase 4 computes the matrices .!1.ro and E.vn defined 
by Equations 3o4ol2 and 3o4ol3 for each of the one~port element sub= 
networks. These matrices and the lists SNVSLT and SNCSLT are written 
on tape for use in Phases 5 and 60 
Phase 5 forms the composite matrix [Gl G2] of Equation 2.2.2 by 
............... ' 
relocating the elements of the subnet~ork ~D matrices ~n accordance 
with the voltage driver position list SNVSLT of each subnetwork. When 
the composite matrix is formed, the coefficient matrices 9,p and~ 
defined by Equation 2olol are computed and are written on tape to be 
printed out in Phase 6. Submatrices .,£12 and ~ 2- 1 are written on tape 
for use in computing~ in Phase 6. 
Phase 6 forms the composite matrix D of Equation 2.2.2 using the 
..... 
subnetwork lists 9 SNVSLT and SNCSLT, to properly locate the subnetwork 
Arn matrix elements. The coefficient matrix £v is then computed, and 
the n-port model matrices ~, 2.n t and ~ are printed. 
4. 4 Illustrative Example. The prog:r'am was used to compute the 
models of a number of networks. The solution of one network follows: 
Example 4. 4. l 
The diagram of the network is shown in Figure 4. 4.1( a)• and the 
graph of the desired two=port model of the network is shown in Figure 
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4. 4. l(b). The linear graph which represents the one-port elements of the 
given network an9 the model of the multiport (two=port) component of the 
network are shown in Figures 4o4.l(c) and 4.4.l(d). The input data for 
the computer program is shown in Table 4.4.l as it is listed on the data 
input cards. The added entries on the first card, the general specifica-
tion card 9 instruct the program to produce small subnetworks II if possi-
ble • with a minimum of four branches or four chords in the augmented 
subnetworks. The printed output from the computer as the program is 
executed is shown in Table 4.4.2. Three subnetworks of one=port network 
elements are formed (Phase 1) 1 and the models of these subnetworks are 
computed (Phases 2 ~ 3 9 and 4). These models and the model (computed in 
Phase 2) of the two=port component of the netwo'.t'k are combined, and the 
coefficient matrices of the model sought are computed and printed at the 
end of the program (Phases 5 and 6). The resulting two=port model is 
[:: J = [ 2 ,2923 
-0.3248 
·0,3248 J [ V ·] [ 1,923 
1.147 · · vb_ + =0.:3248 
-0,0812 J [ Et J 
=0.2131 E2 
+ [-0,5380 0,1928 J [::] (4.4.1) =001624 =0.2436 
Port 
a 
l 
/JL l 
3 
c 
4 
5 
(a) 
8 
(b) 
8 
8 
(c) 
( d) 
8 
Figure 4,,4~1. Network of Example 4,4.L (a) Network diagram, 
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Port 
b 
(b) Desired model, (c) Linear graph of network one-port elements, 
( d) Model of two,~port component of network, 
where the reference dir-ections of the currents and voltages are. as 
shown in Figures 4.4.l(a) and 4.4.l(b). 
TABLE 4 0 4 0 1 
COMPUTER INPUT FOR :EXAMPLE 4.4.l 
General Net.work Specifications 
8 12 2 2 1 2 1 1 
Multiport Component Data -- DIRECT and G 
3 4 5 4 -
2.0 E 00 -1.0 E 00 
-1.0 E 00 2.0 E Q;Q 
NTWJ.<CN 
l 11 
2 3 11 
3 4 9 
4 5 10 
7 8 10 12 
6 12 
8 
1 2 5 6 7 9 
OIUtNT 
1 2 2 3 4 6 5 5 8 4 2 
' 
Conductance List 
1·0 E 00 1.0 E 00 2.0 E 00 2.0 E 00 leO E 00 
0.5 E 00 1.0 E 00 2.0 E 00 
4 
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4 
TABLE 4.4 0 2 
COMPUTER OUT,PU'I' FOR EXAMPLE 4. 4.1 
PHASE 1 NETWORK SUBDIVISION 
TOTAL NUMRER OF NETWORK ELFMENTS 12 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 2 
NUMOER OF CURRENT DRIVERS 2 
NUMBER OF CONDUCTANCE ELEMENTS 8 
NUMBER OF MULTITERMINAL COMPONENTS I 
NUMRER OF PORTS 
COf'l"ON NODE IS 
PORT NODES ARE 
2 
8 
l 7 
Nl:TWORK rwo-rrn111NAL ELEMl::NT CONNECTION AKl<AY 
l l l 0 0 0 0 
2 3 11 0 0 0 
3 
'• 
q 0 0 0 
4 5 10 0 0 0 
1 8 10 12 0 0 
6 12 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 
l 7 5 I, 7 9 
SUBNthJCRK 
SURNElWORK CONNECTION ARRAY 
l Ii 13 0 0 0 
2 3 11 a 0 (J 
3 4 '! I 5 0 0 
4 16 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 0 
L 2 9 13 ! 5 16 
BRANCHES TU tlf I NCLlJQFI) IN SUtlNf Tv10RK rREE ARC 
CHORDS TO UE l NCLUDED IN 5Uflclf TWORK co,~.EE ~Rf 
SUBNETwURK ~ 
SUflNETwORK CONNECT ION ARRAY 
0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 () 
lO 16 0 0 0 
1 8 10 I 2 17 
6 12 0 0 0 
8 l 'l 0 0 0 
6 7 16 l7 l'l 
BRANCH[ S TO tlE INCLUDED IN SUUloJETwDRK rnn II.Rt 
CHOfWS TO BE l ,~C lUOf:O I,~ SllflNETWllf<K CO TREE AR[ 
SU ONE fWCRK ·1 
SUBNETWORK CC~NECTION AHR•Y 
0 0 
C O 
0 0 
5 16 
a o 
0 0 
0 0 
5 l 6 
1.1 
'I 
12 
10 
BRANCHES TO B~ INCLUDED IN SUBNETWORK TREE ARE 16 
l3 l5 
16 17 
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l6 
l \l 
TABLE 4.4o2 (Continued) 
P.HASE 2 
LISTING OF XNODES, XNODE REFERENCE NODES 
ANO DRIVER BRANCHES CONNECTING XNODES ro REFERENCE NODES 
XNOOE 
REFE~ 
DRIVER 
0 2 
O I 
O II 
a 
a 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 6 
0 5 
0 12 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
COMPOSITE NETWORK SPECIFICATIONS 
NU~BER OF SUBPORfS 5 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 7 
VOLTAGE ORIVlR LIST AND 
ORDER IN COMPOSITE REPRESENTATION 
DRIVER II 12 13 0 15 16 17 0 .19 
ORDER 6 7 l O 3 4 S O 2 
MULTITERMINAL COMPO~ENT REPRESENTATION 
COMPONENT NUMBER 
COMPONENT PORT TER,INALS ARE 
GIVEN TERMINAL R~PRESENTATION 
.2000F. 01 -.IOOOE Ol . 
-.lCOOE 01 .2COOE 01 
TRANSFORMATION CUTSET MATRIX 
-1 0 
l l 
0 -I 
VOLTAGE DRIVER POSITION (!ST 
SURPORT REPRESENTATION MATRIX 
3 
3 
~.2000E 01 .lOOOE 01 .IOOOE 01 
.lCCOE 01 -.2000E Ol .LOOOE 01 
.lCOOE 01 .!OOOE 01 -.?OOOE 01 
SUHNETWORK TREE FORMATION 
SU~NETWCRK 
NUMBER OF TREE BRANCHES 
NUMHER OF COTKEE CHORDS 
TREE BRANCHES ARt ll 
COTRE[ CHORDS AR~ 9 
SUBNETWORK 2 
NUMBER OF TRcE BRANCHES 
NUMHER OF COfREE CHORDS 
TREE BRANCHES ARE 12 
COTREE CHORDS ARE LO 
SUBNETWORK 3 
NUMBER OF TREE BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF COTREE CHJRDS 
TREE BRANCHES ARE lb 
COTREE CHORDS ARE 5 
4 
5 
13 15 
l 2 
4 
4 
lb 17 
b 1 
4 5 
4 5 
16 
3 4 
19 
A 
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TABLE t~o4.2 (Continued) 
PHASE 3 CUTS ET MATRIX FORMAT ION 
OR I ENT AT ION LIST 
1 2 2 3 
2 5 8 8 
CONDUCTANCE LIST 
.1000E 01 .lOOOE 
.SOOOE 00 .lOOOE 
SUBNETWORK l 
NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF CHORDS 
CUT SET MATRIX 
0 0 l l 0 
0 -1 -1 -1 0 
l 0 0 1 -1 
0 0 0 0 l 
NOSNVS 4 SNVSLT 
NOG TRE 0 GTREE 
NOSNCS l SNCSLT 
NOGCOT 4 GCOTRE 
SUBNETWORK 2 
NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF CHORDS 
CUT SET MATRIX 
0 -1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 
l -1 -l -1 
0 0 0 1 
NOSNVS 4 SNVSLT 
NOGTRE 0 GTREE 
NOSNCS 1 
NOGCOT 3 
SNCSLT 
GCOTRE 
SUBNETWORK 3 
NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF CHORDS 
CUT SET MATIUX 
-1 
NOSNVS l SNVSLT 
NOGTRE 0 GTREE 
NOSNCS 0 SNCSLT 
NOGCOT 1 GCOTRE 
4 
8 
01 
01 
4 
5 
4 
4 
1 
1 
6 5 5 8 4 
8 8 8 8 
.2oooe 01 .2oooe 01 olOOOE 01 
.2000E 01 
BRANCHES ARE 11 13 15 16 
CHORDS ARE 9 l 2 3 4 
6 1 3 4 
1 
.lOOOE 01 .lOOOE 01 .2000E Ol .2000E Ol 
BRANCHES ARE 12 16 17 19 
CHORDS ARE 10 6 7 8 
7 4 5 2 
2 
.5000E 00 .lOOOE 01 .2000E 01 
BKANCHES ARE 16 
CHORDS ARE 5 
4 
.lOOOE 01 
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TABLE 4.4.2 (Continued) 
PHASE 4 SUBNETWORK REPRESENTATION 
SUBNETWORK 1 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 4 
NUMBER OF CURRENT DRIVERS 1 
NUMBER OF COTREE CONDUCTANCES 4 
VOLTAGE DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
-.3000E 01 .3000E 01 -.2000E 01 
.3000E 01 -.4000E 01 .2000E Ol 
-.2000E 01 .2000E 01 -.4000E 01 
-.OOOOE-99 -.OOOOE-99 .2000E 01 
VOLTAGE DRIVER POSITION LIST 6 
CURRENT DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lOOOE 01 
.ooooE-99 
CURRENT DRIVER POSITION LIST l 
SUBNETWORK 2 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 4 
NUMBER OF CURRENT DRIVERS l 
NUMBER OF COTREE CONDUCTANCES 3 
VOLTAGE DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
-.SOOOE 00 -.OOOOE-99 -.5000E 00 
-.COOOE-99 -.COOOE-99 -.OOOOE-99 
-.5000E 00 -.OOOOE-99 -.3500E 01 
-.OOOOE-99 -.OOOOc-99 .2000E 01 
VOLTAGE DRIVER POSITION LIST 7 
CURRENT DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
.OOOOE-99 
.lOOOE 01 
-.lOOOE 01 
.COOOE-99 
CURRENT DRIVER POSITION LIST 2 
SUBNETWORK 3 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS l 
NUMBER Of CURRENT DRIVERS O 
NUMBER OF COTREE .CONDUCTANCES l 
VOLTAGE DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATR[X 
-. lOOOE 01 
VOLTAGE DRIVER POSITION LIST 4 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.ooooE-99 
.2000E 01 
-.2000E 01 
l 3 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.OOOOE-99 
.2000E 01 
-o2000E 01 
4 5 
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4 
2 
TABLE 4-.4,2 (Continued) 
PHASE 5 
l 
.OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-CJ9 
.CCOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
l 
-.4COOE 01 
.OCOOE-99 
,;>OOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
,OCOOE-99 
2 
-.4000E 01 
,OCOOE-99 
,2COOE 01 
,CCOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
'i 
-,4COOE 01 
.CCOOE-99 
.ZOOOE Ol 
.OCOOE-99 
.ccooE-99 
PHASE 6 
l 
.COOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lCOOE 01 
.CCOOE-'J<J 
.OCOOE-99 
2 
.CCOOE-99 
.OOOOE-'l9 
-.tCOOE 01 
• CCCOE-9'J 
.cccoi:-99 
3 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OCOOl:-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.00001:-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.coooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-,2000E 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.COOOE-99 
.2000E 01 
.00001:-99 
-.20001: 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.COOQE-99 
.2000E Ol 
.0000(-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.G000[-99 
.cooot:-99 
.COOOE-99 
.ooCOE-99 
.OOOG[-99 
.OOOOE-CJ9 
.tOOOE 01 
-.lOOOE 01 
~ 
N-PORT REPRESENTATION 
NU~BtR CF PORTS 2 
.OOOOE-99 
.coooE-99 
-,ZOO OE 01 
,lOOOE 01 
,lOOOE 01 
.2000E 01 
.OOOOE-99 
-,6000E 01 
.3000E 01 
,lOOOE 01 
,2000E Ol 
.OOOOE-'JCJ 
-.6000E (J l 
.30001: ot 
• l 0001: 01 
.2000E 01 
.OOOOE-99 
-,6000E 01 
.]OOOE 01 
.lOOOE Ol 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
.lOOOE 01 
-.2000E 01 
,lOOOE 01 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,3000E 01 
-.4000E 01 
,LOOOt 01 
.OOOOE-99 
,0000E-'.J9 
• 3000E 01 
-,4000E 01 
• 10001: 01 
.OOOOE-'19 
.OOOOE:-99 
.3DOOE 01 
-.5000E 01 
.lOOOE 01 
NUMRER OF NETWORK VOLTAGE ORIV[RS 2 
NUMHER OF NETWORK CURRENT ORIVERS 2 
PORI VOLTAGE COEFFICIENT ~ATR!X 
.2923E 01 -.3248E 00 
-.3248E 00 ,ll47F 01 
NETWORK VOLTAGE DRIVER COEFFIClfNT MATRIX 
.1923E Ol -.8121E-Ol 
-.3248E 00 -.2131E 00 
NETWORK CURRENT DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
-.5380E 00 .1928E 00 
-.1624E 00 -.2436E CO 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.10001:: 01 
.lOOOE 01 
-,2000E 01 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,lOOOE 01 
.lOOOE O l 
-.2000F 01 
.OOOOF-99 
.2000E 01 
,lOOOE (J l 
.1ooof 01 
-.5500E 01 
,0000(-99 
.2000E Ol 
.lOOOE Ul 
• lOOOf 01 
-.5500F 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,3000E 01 
,OOOOE-99 
-,2000E 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,3000E 01 
,OOOOE-CJ9 
-,2000E 01 
,OOOOF-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.3000E Ol 
.OOOOE-9'i 
-.?OOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE:-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
,OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
, OOOOE-99 
, OOOOE-9.9 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
-.'.iOOOE 00 
,OOOOE-99 
.0000[:-99 
.OOOOE-99 
,00001:-99 
- • 5000t 00 
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CHAPTER V 
n-PORT MODELING OF NETWORKS COMPOSED OF ONE-PORT 
RESISTIVE 1 CAPACITIVE, AND INDUCTIVE ELEMENTS 
AND IDEAL VOLTAGE AND CURRENT DRIVERS 
5.1 State-Space n-Port Modeling of Networks. The state-space 
model of a linear system is generally defined as a set of differential 
equations of the form 
a 
X=AX+BM (5.1.1) 
--
and a set of algebraic equations of the form 
Y = C X + D M (5.1.2) 
where 
Xis the vector of state variables, 
Mis the vector of input or driver variables, and 
-
Y is the vector of output or response variables (11). 
-
The state model of an n-port network is of the same form as the 
above general model and is defined as a set of algebraic equations 
(S.1.3) 
and a set of differential equations 
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4-7 
(5.1.4-) 
where .!.i:,, the port current vector, is now defined as a function of 
,Yp. the port voltage vector; 
E.o t the network voltage-driver voltage vector; 
~· 
the network current-driver current vector; and 
£c and _l1 , the state-variable capacitor voltage and inductor 
current vectors a 
C and L are, respectively, diagonal matrices of capacitance and 
.. - . . 
inductance values of the network components. Then-port model is thus 
completely characterized by the coefficient matrices !, !,, 2p, .£.n, Qc, 
.£o, and .Q.1 • The formulation of this model is described in the following 
paragraphs. 
Blackwell and Grigsby ( 12) considered the network capacitor 
voltages and inductor currents as voltages and currents of ideal 
drivers in the formulation of the algebraic equations for a network 
state-space model. This basic idea permits any formulation technique, 
ordinarily used in the deriving of n=port models of networks containing 
only resistive devices, to be used in formulating the algebraic 
equation of the state model n=port representation of networks containing 
capacitors and inductors. Thus Equation 5.1.3 of the state model n-
port representation for a large network can be formulated by using the 
theory developed in Chapters I 9 II, and III, considering capacitors as 
network voltage drivers and inductors as network current drivers o The 
partitioned composite subpart equation, which corresponds to Equation 
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[ lpsp] [;' G G £,,] EPsP + [ !" D J [k J = -12 -13 ~: ~. , £Rsp ' G G G . !RsP 
-.Zl """'22 """'23 """'24 . -u 
E 
-c 
~ (5.1,5) 
where the variables are defined the same as in Equations 2,2.5, s.1.3, 
and 5olo4o Again as in Section 2o2 1 .f.Rsp is set equal to zero and 
E.ru;p is determined: 
-1 [ ft)cp = £.2 -G Yn - G ~ - G fn - D JL - D -DJ ] 
-W L -.z1~ -.z3~ -.Z4~ -.z1- """'22 
(S.1.6) 
Similarly, Equation 5olo6 is substituted into Equation 5,1,5 forming 
the equation 
.!psp [G - G -1 ] [G - G G 
.. 1 G ] E = G l;l ~SP+ 
-11 
-i2 """22 -i 3 -12 """'22 """'23 -c 
+ [G 
- G G -1 G ] ~ + [D - G G -1 D ] JL 
"*14 -12 """22 """2 4 -11 -i2 """22 
-.Zl -
+ [D 
- G G -1 D ] ~ (5.1.7) 
-:12 -12 ""'22 ""'22 
which is of the form, of Equation 5.1.3 where 
L:, = .fp5p 
Yp = 
- ~SP 
~ G G G, -1 G = -
-11 -12 """'22 """'21 
~ G G G -1 G = = 
-14 -12 ""'22 ""'24 
G = G G G -1 G -
.;;;.c -i 3 
-12 
-.Z2 """2 3 
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~ D G G -1 D and = -
-i2 -12 "'""22 -i2' 
E.L D G G -1 D = -
-i l -12 -i2 -ii 
The formulation of the subnetwork state model differential equation 
is similar to the differential equation formulation given by :Srown 
(13) • in which inductors are allowed to appear in the network tree, and 
capacitors are allowed in the network cotree ( 13). In the more 
restricted case considered here, the subnetwork is such that a tree 
and cotree exist such that all capacitors and voltage drivers are in 
the tree and all inductors and current drivers are in the cotree~ The 
differential equation is formulated by considering the subnetwork 
cutset and circuit equations partitioned as follow~: 
u 0 0 s s s l.c 
- -i l -12 -i 3 
0 u 0 s s s I = 0 (5.1.8) 
~-1 "'""22 "'""2 3 -D 
0 0 u s s s f.TG 
-31 -32 -33 l~ 
~G 
-S T -s T -S T u 0 0 E 
-, l ""2 l -31 -c 
=S T -S T =S T 0 u 0 En·. 0 (5.1.9) = 
-12 "'""22 -32 
=S T =S T =S T 0 0 u !TG 
-13 """2 3 -33 
Ir, 
v 
-'I) 
YJ::.G 
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and the component equations 
I G l~TG -TG tm!f 
0 d I c -E 
-c 
= 
dt -c ( 5 .1.10) 
where 
I G 1cG -CG 0 -c 
fL L ..!L J dt -L 
I and E are the capacitor current and voltage vectors 9 
-c -c 
I and E are the voltage=driver current and voltage vectors, 
-n -n 
I and V are the tree conductance current and voltage vectors, 
"""TG """l'G 
::!,L and ~ are the inductor current and voltage vectors, 
~ and V are the current=driver current and voltage vectors, and 
...,_, =D 
lcG and 1cG are the cotree current and voltage vectors. 
By a procedure similar to that used by Brown, the cutset, circuit, and 
component equations are used to obtain the subnetwork state-model 
differential equation 
le o J rt J -s """ I -Cs = O L l j 
- """S. ~Ls · l~: J 
(5oL11) 
where the s in the subscripts denotes subnetwork and where 
A s G s T [GT + s G s Trl s ~ G s T = -us -it 3 ~·c, -33 """33 =c -33 -:! 3 
-c -13 
A s G S T [G + S G . S T ]= 1 s s 
"" 
"""12s =13 ,;;c -3 3 ...if ""'"33 .;;;;,c -33 -31 -11 
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S T - S T [G TJ- 1 S G S T A = + S G S 
""'2 ls -n -J 1 ...ir -33 -C ~3 -33 -C -13 
A 
- s 
T [~ + s G S T]-1 s = 
""'22s ~l -33 -c ~3 -*31 
B s 
~s 
T [~ + s !:.c s Trl S G - G S T = 
-11s 
-13 ~3 -33 ~3 -33 -C -c *-2 3 
B S G S T [ .§q. + s G s Trl S - s = 
-12s -i 3 --C -33 -33 -c -33 -32 -12 
~lS s 
T 
- S T [G + s G s Trl S G S T and = 
-i1 ~l """I' -33 -C -33 -33 -C -23 
B . 
- s 
T 
[.£T + S G S T]-1 S = 
"""l2S 
~l -33 -C -33 ~2 
A composite state-model differential equation for a network is 
made up from the subnetwork state-model differential equations of the 
form 
[! !] [t] l71C :12CJ ~] + ~IC B B B J fp5p = -i2c -i3c ;14c B B fRSP 
""'2 lC ~2c L *-21 c -i2c ""'23C ~4C 
E 
-;) 
~ 
( 5 .1.12) 
where the matrices C and Lare diagonal matrices of values of all of 
.... -
the capacitors and inductors in the given network and the vectors fpsp• 
~sp• ~, and 4 are the same as defined in Equation s.1.s. The 
subscript c in Equation s.1 .• 12 denotes composite. 
The composite matrices~ and~ are formed by the proper location 
of the elements of all of the subnetwork matrices A and B. If each 
-s -s 
passive component==capacitor and inductor==is numbered in the order in 
which its associated variable appears in the state variable vector. 
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[ET. JTLl, ·and each driver is numbered in the order in which it appears 
""'{! - ' 
in the composite differential equation, it is a simple process to 
locate the composite matrix element positions where the subnetwork 
matrix elements belong. Each component appears in only one subnetwork. 
The rows and columns of each subnetwork f:.s, mat:i;,ix and the rows of each 
subnetwork ~ matrix can be labele.d with the associated compon~nt 
numbers, the numbers being derived from the numbering of the components 
in the composite equationo The columns of the !s matrices can be labeled 
with the numbers associated with the drivers of the subnetworks 1 the 
numbers being derived from the numbering of the drivers in the composite 
equation. The labeling of the rows and columns of the subnetwork 
matrices then indicate the proper composite ~ and ~ element positions 
for the elements of the subnetwork b.s and~ elementso 
The following is observed concerning the matrices as they are 
partitioned in Equations 5ololl and 5ol.12o The elements of th.e sub-
network submatrices A , A t A j and A compose the submatrices 
""'1 ls -12s -Q ls -22s 
A ~ A , A i and A 0 respectively? The elements of the sub-
-11 c -12 c -2 l c -=Q 2 c · . 
network submatrices B, compose the submatrices B11 , B1 , and B13 ; 
""", lS ' . - C - 2C -. C 
the elements of the subnetwork submatrices B compose the submatrices 
. · -21s . · 
B B and B O and the elements of the subnetwork submatrices 
-2 l c 11 -,2 2 c ~ ~ 3 c' 
B and B compose the submatrices B and B ~ respectively. 
-12s """22s ·· -14c """24c" · 
Having formed the composite matrices of Equation 5. 1. 12, one step 
remains in obtaining the state=model differential equation, Equation 
5ola4, for the desired n=port modelo The expression, Equation ~.1.6, 
for ERsP is substituted into Equation 5 o lo 12. The result is the 
partitioned form of Equation 5al.4 
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!~, 
L-i1 ~
21 [:1· + '!'' 
-i2 -L l ~l 
where 
A = A B G 
-1 G 
-
-i 1 -uc """12c L2 L'+ 
A A 
- B G 
-1 D = 
-12 -12c -i2c -22 """21 
A = A - B G 
-1 G 
"""21 """2lc """22c """22 """2'+ 
A A B G -1 D = -
-i2 -i2c -'2.2c -i2 '"'"'21 
-[B -1 J B = - B G G 
-11 -11c -12c -i2 '"'"'21 
B B B G -1 G = = 
-J.2 -13c -12c """22 """23 
B B = B G -1 D = 
-i 3 -l'+c -12c """22 """22 
B B = B G -1 G = 
"""21 """2 lC """22C -22 """21 
B 
~3c - B G 
-1 G and = 
-i2 -!22C """22 -i3 
B B 
- B G -1 D = L3 """24C """22C """22 """22 
5o2 The ComEuter Proiramo A program, designated Program II, has 
been written which computes the coefficient matrices of the n-port 
state-space model of a network of one-port resistors• capaci tox>s, 
inductors, current drivers, and voltage drivex>s. The program will 
compute a one- to five-port Lagrangian modeli as specified~ of a network 
5 4 
with up to forty nodes, with a maximum of ten elements incident at any 
node, 100 r-esistors, 20 capacitors, 20 inductors, ten voltage drivers, 
and ten current drivers. The program, like Program I, is written in 
FORTRAN IV language for execution on the IBM 1410 computer. The length 
of the program required that Program II be written in 13 phases. The 
phases are executed in sequence, and data is transferred to succeeding 
phases by means of six computer tape units. The program input is by 
punched cards, and the output is printeda 
The input data is similar to that of Program I and is obtained in 
the same manner from the network graph as described in Section '+. 3., . The 
only difference is the numbering of the network graph elements and the 
omission of multiport component data in Program II. The network graph 
elements are numbered as followsi conductances first, inductors second, 
current drivers thirds capacitors fourth 11 and voltage drivers last. 
Program II requires the following input data: 
1. General network specifications g 
(a) the number of nodes II 
(b) the number of elements, 
(c) the number of voltage drivers 11 
( d) the number of current drivers, 
(e) the number of capacitors , 
( f) the number of inductors a 
(g) the number of ports , and 
(h) the list of network port nodes. 
2. The network connection array, NTWKCN. 
3. The orientation listi ORIENTo 
4. A list of the conductance values in rnhos in the order in which 
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the conductance elen~nts are numbered on the network graph. 
The following paragraphs describe the sequence of operations of 
Program II. Flow charts of the program phases are found in Appendix D. 
The FORTRAN variable names used in the flow charts and in the following 
paragraphs are defined in Appendix B. 
Phase 1 performs the network division utilizing the algorithm of 
Chapter II. Capacitor and inductor elements are considered as voltage 
driver and current driver elements, respectively. The subnetwork 
connection array and the partial tree and cotree lists, TRESET and 
CRDSET, are computed for each subnetwork and are written on tape for 
\ 
Phase 2. A list, SRBRLT, of all voltage driver elements--net~ork 
I 
drivers, subport drivers, and capacitor elements--is compiled and 
written on tape for Phase 2. 
Phase 2 performs two functions. First, the entries of the voltage 
driver list, SRBRLT , are numbered, forming the list, LIST, as in Phase 2 
of Program I. The second function of Phase 2 is the computation of ·the 
tree and cotree for each subnetwork. Each subnetwork is processed · in 
turn. The elements of: the partial' tree and cotree . lists• obtained in 
Phase 1, are ordered numeri.~ally so that all capacitor and all .inductor 
elements are listed first in the respective lists. The tree and cotree 
lists are completed the same as in Phase 2 of Program I. 
Phase 3 is the same as Phase 3 of Program I except that four 
additional lists are compiled for each subnetwork: LISTE, the list of 
voltage driver elements; LISTJ, the list of current driver elements; 
LISTC, the list of capacitor elements; and LISTL, the list of inductor 
elements of the subnetwork, The lists SNVSLT and SNCSLT include both 
voltage driver and capacitor elements and current driver and inductor 
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elements, respectivelyo The lists along with the cutset matrix and 
GTREE and GCOTRE lists are written on tape for use in Phases 4 and 8. 
Phase 4 is the same as Phase 4 of Program I. 
Phase 5 forms the composite subport model matrix S!_ (Equation s.1.s) 
in the same manner as Phase 5 of Program I and computes then-port 
model coefficient matrices~· ~ 9 and~· These matrices are written 
on tape for Phase 130 , -1 -1 The submatrix products G G , G G , and 
-i2 -i1 -i2 -i3 
and written on tape for Phases 10 and 12. The -1 G G are computed 
-22 -i4 
submatrices G - l and G 
-i2 -i.2 
are written on tape for Phase 6. 
Phase 6 forms the composite model matrix.£ (Equation 5.lo5) in 
the same manner as Phase 6 of Program I, computes then-port model 
coefficient matrices .£r, and 12J, and writes the matrices on tape for 
Ph 13 Th ub t ' d t G - l D and G - l D t d ase o es ma rix pro uc s are compu e 
-i2 -i 1 . -i2 -i2 
and written on tape for Phases 10 and 12 0 
Phase 7 reads from tape the five submatrix product~ written by 
Phases 5 and 6 for Phases 10 and 120 The products are rewritten on 
the same tape in an order compatible for use by Phases 10 and 12. 
Phase 8 computes for each subnetwork the matrix A and matrix B 
submatrices (Equation 5o l oll) and writes these on tape for Phases 9 
and 11 together with t he list s 9 LISTE 9 LISTJ, LISTC, and LISTL. 
Phase 9 compiles the composite matrix B (Equation 5.1.12) from 
-c 
the subnetwork B submatrices 9 computed by Phase 8, by using the LISTC, 
-s 
LISTLi LISTE i and LISTJ lists to relocate the elements of the 
submatrices in the composit e matrix. The two rows of submatrice .. s of' 
the partitioned composite ~ mat rix are written separately on tape for 
Phase 10 o 
Phase 10 operates first on the top row and then on the bottom row 
of composite ~-matrix submatrices, read from tape from Phase 9, to 
compute the following: then-port model coefficient matrices B 
-11' 
B B B • B and B which are written on tape for Phase 13 
-12' -i3' -21 -i2' -i3 
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and the submatrix products B G -l G B G -l D B G -l G 
-i2-i2 -i1+'-i2-i2 -i1'-i2-i2 -ii+' 
and B G -l D which are written on tape for Phase 12. 
-i2 -i2 -i1 
Phase 11 compiles the composite matrix A (Equation s.1.12) from 
-c 
the subnetwork b.s submatrices, computed by Phase 8, by using the LISTC 
and LISTL lists to relocate the elements of the submatrices in the 
composite matrixo The two rows of submatrices of the partitiaied 
composite A matrix are written separately on tape for Phase 12. 
-
Phase 12 operates first on the top row and then on the bottom row 
of composite A:-matrix submatrices, read from tape from Phase 11, to 
compute the n-port model coefficient matrices ; 1, ; 2 , ,; 1 , and ,;2 
which are written on tape for Phase 130 
Phase 13 reads the coe!ficient matrices and prints then-port 
model on the computer line printero 
5.3 Illustrative Example. Program II was used to compute the 
n-port state- space model for a number of networks. One example follows. 
The network is illustrated in Figure 5a3.l(a), and the desired 
port model tree is shown in Figure 5o3ol(b). The data of Table 5.3.1 
is the computer input data obtained from the . network diagram and the 
linear graph ~ Figure 5. 3. 1( c), which represents the given network. 
Table 5o3o 2 contains the output of the computer as the program is 
executed. The subnetwork connection arrays are given (Phase 1). The 
subnetwork t ·rees 9 cotrees 9 and cutset matrices are computed (Phases 2 
Port 
a 
9 
(a) 
9 
(b) 
8 
lo-~~~20---;i------30---~~~o=----..:i,-_---'b6 
l 12 
9 
(c) 
7 7 
9 
Figure 5.3.1. Network of Example 5.3ol.. (a) Network diagram. 
(b) Desired model. (c) Linear graph of network. 
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Port 
b 
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and 3), The coefficient matrices of the subnetwork algebraic models and 
the submatrices of the subnetwork differential equation matrices !:,a and 
~ are printed in the output from Phases 4 and ad The composite 
matrices are printed after the addition of each subnetwork model to 
the composite model in Phases 5 1 6 9 9, and 11, The coefficient matrices 
of the two-port model as printed by Phase 13 conclude Table 5.3.2. 
TABLE 5,3,1 
COMPUTER INPUT FOR EXAMPLE 5. 3 .1 
Gener·al Network Specifications 
9 12 1 1 3 3 2 1 8 5 5 
NTWKCN 
l 
l 12 
2 8 12 
2 3 4 10 
3 6 8 ll 
5 6 10 
4 7 9 
7 9 
5 11 
ORIENT 
2 3 5 7 9 5 7 3 7 4 9 2 
Conductance List 
1.0 E 00 l "() E 00 1.0 E 00 1.0 E 00 
TABLE 50 3,2 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE s.s.1 
PHASE l NETWORK SUBDIVISION 
TOTAL NUMBER OF NETWORK ELEMENTS 12 
NUMBER OF VOL.TAGE DRIVERS 1 
NUMBER OF CURRENT DRIVERS l 
NUMBER Of CAPACITANCE ELEMENTS 3 
NUMBER OF INDUCTANCE ELEMENTS 3 
NUMAER OF CONDUCTANCE ELEMENTS 4 
NLMl:lER OF PORfS 
COMMON NOOE IS 
PORT NODES ARE 
NE Tl.ORK CONNECT ION 
l o o c 
l 12 0 c 
2 8 12 c 
2 3 4 10 
3 6 8 11 
5 6 10 c 
4 7 g 0 
1 g 0 c 
5 11 0 c 
SUANETWORK 
2 
g 
1 B 
ARRAY 
SUBNETWORK CONNECTION ARRAY 
l 13 o o 
1 12 0 o 
2 8 12 c 
2 3 10 16 
3 6 8 11 
5 6 10 c 
c o 0 c 
c 0 o c 
5 11 13 16 
BRANCHES TO BE INCLUDED !Iii SUBNETWORK TREE 
CHORDS TO BE INCLUDED IN SUBNETWORK COTREE 
SUBNETWORK 2 
SUBNETWORK CONNECTION ARRAY 
o o 0 
c o 0 
c 0 o 
4 16 0 
o o o 
c o o 
4 7 9 
7 9 20 
16 20 o 
BRANCHES TO BE INCLUDED IN SUBNETWORK TREE 
CHORDS TO BE INCLUDED IN SUBNETWORK COTREE 
ARE 11 
ARE 6 
ARE g 
ARE 7 
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10 12 13 16 
8 5 
16 20 
TABLE s.3. 2 (Continued) 
PHAS~ 2 TREE FORMATION 
COMPOSITE NETWCRK SPECIFICATIONS 
NUMBER OF SUBPORTS 3 
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 7 
VOLTAGE DRIVER LIST AND 
ORDER IN COMPOSITE REPRESENTATION 
DRIVER 9 10 11 12 13 0 0 16 0 0 0 20 
ORDER 5 6 7 4 l O O 3 0 0 0 2 
SUBNETWORK 1 
NUMBER OF TREE BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF COTREE CHORDS 
TREE BRANCHES ARE 10 
COTREE CHORDS ARE 5 
· SUBNEtWORK 2 
NUMBER OF TREE BRANCHES 
NUMBER OF COTREE CHORDS 
TREE BRANCHES ARE 9 
COTREE CHORDS ARE 7 
6 
5 
11 12 
6 8 
3 
2 
16 20 
4 
13 
3 
16 
2 
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l 
62 
TABLE 5o3.2 (Continued) 
PHASE 3 CUT SET MATRIX FORMATION 
ORIENTATION LIST 
2 3 5 7 9 5 7 3 7 4 
9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
CONDUCTANCE LIST 
.1000E 01 .lCOOE 01 .1000E 01 .1oooe 01 
SUBNETWORK l 
NUMBER OF BRANCHES 6 BRANCHES ARE 10 11 12 13 16 1 
NUMBER OF CHORDS 5 CHORDS ARE 5 6 8 3 2 
CUT SET MATRIX 
1 1 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 -1 0 
0 0 -1 0 -1 
0 0 -1 0 -1 
l 1 0 l l 
0 0 l 0 l 
NOSNVS 5 SNVSLT 6 7 4 l 3 
NRCAPS 2 LISTC 2 3 
NRVTSR 3 LISTE 4 l 3 
NOGTRE l GT REE .lOOOE 01 
NOSNCS 3 SNCSLT l 2 4 
NRINDS 2 LISTL l 2 
NRCTSR l LI ST J l 
NOGCOT 2 GCOTRE .lOOOE 01 .lOOOE· 01 
SUBNETWORK 2 
NUMBER OF BRANCHES 3 BRANCHES ARE 9 16 20 
NUMBER OF CHORDS 2 CHORDS ARE ·7 4 
CUT SET MATRIX 
l 1 
0 1 
0 -l 
NOSNVS 3 SNVSLT 5 3 2 
NRCAPS 1 LI STC l 
NRVTSR 2 LISTE 3 2 
NOGTRE 0 GT REE 
NOSNCS l SNCSLT 3 
NRINOS 1 LISTL 3 
NRCTSR 0 LI ST J 
NOGCOT l GCOTRE .lOOOE 01 
TABLE 5.3.2 (Continued) 
PHASE 4 COMPUTATION OF SUANCTWORK MATRICES G AND D 
SUl:lNEHIORK 
NUMl:lER OF VOLTAGE DRIVERS 5 
NUl'HFR OF CURRENT CRIVERS 3 
NUMHfR OF COTREf CONDUCTANCES 2 
VOLTAGE DR I VER CDEff IC !ENT IIIATR IX 
.COOOE-'l'l .oaooE-<J'l • OCOOE-'J<J .COOOE-g9 .OOOOE-99 
.cocoE-99 -.lCOCE 01 .oooot:-99 .OOOOf-'l9 .LOOOE 
.CCOOE-'l9 .CCOCE-99 -.5000E 00 - • ">000~ 
.CCCOE-'l'l .CCCOE-99 -.SCOO[ 00 -.5000E 
.cocoE-99 .lCOCE 01 .SCOOE 00 .5000E 
VOLTAGE OR I VER POSITION l! ST I, ( 
CURRENT !JR[Vrn COE FF IC I E1~T 
"'' rn Ix 
-.IOOOE 01 -.lCOOE C 1 .COOOf-'l<J 
.CCCOE-99 • !COCE O! -.lOOOE 01 
.COCOE-99 • CCOCE-99 .5000f oo 
.CCCCE-9'l .OOOOE-'l<J .SOOOE 00 
-. LOCCE 01 -. lCOC[ 01 .SOOOE 00 
CURRENT OR IVER PO SI TI ON l! ST 2 
SLHNETWCRK 2 
NUl'fH:R OF VOLTAGE CR[VERS 3 
NUMl:lfR OF CURR Eld DRIVERS 1 
NU,..l:lEll OF CCfKEE CCNCUCfll"JCE~ l 
VOLTAGE OR I vrn CDEFFICll'NT ,..ATKIX 
-.lOOCE 01 -. lCOCF. 01 .10001' Ol 
- • lCOCC 0 1 -. lCOCE 01 , 1 COOl 01 
• !CCC[ 01 • l LOCE 01 -.1000[ 01 
VOLTAGE DR I Vl:11 POSIT IC!~ LIST 5 3 
CURRENT DR 1 VER COEFF!Cll:NT t'A TR IX 
-,lCOCF Cl 
.ccooE-'l<J 
.COCCE-99 
CURREN r DR I Vr.l< PUSJ!l(JN LIS r 3 
PHASE 5 
1 
-.5C00f 00 
.CCCOE-~<J 
.5CCOE CO 
.CCCOE-99 .~COCt 00 -.~OUOE UO 
.COCOE-99 .CCOOE-<J9 ,0000~-~9 
.OCOOE-99 -.15UOl 01 .~OOOE 00 
2 
-.5C00f co .OOCOf-99 
• CC00[-<;9 
-. ICCOE 01 
.5COO[ co .1000[ 01 
PHASt= 6 
1 
.ccooE-99 .COOOE-99 
.CCCOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
-.!CCOE Cl -. lCOCE Cl 
2 
.CCCOE-99 .CCOOE-99 
.CCCOE-99 .CCOOE-99 
-.lCCOE Cl -.lCCOE 01 
.5C00f: 00 
.lOOOE (J l. 
-.25COE U 1 
• CCOOE-9'-J 
.CCC0[-99 
.COOOE-99 
.CCOOf-99 
.COOOf-'l9 
.CCOOE-99 
-.~OOOE 00 
.OOOOf:-'19 
.5(100[ 00 
.5000E 00 
.OOOOE-9'l 
.':iOOOE 00 
.5000E 00 
.00001:·-Y<J 
.'iOOOE 00 
00 • 50001: 
00 .soooe 
00 -.l'>OOE 
4 
4 
2 
.COOOE-9') 
.COOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOF-'l'l 
.lQOOf (J l 
-.lOOOE 01 
() 1 
00 
00 
01 
j 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-<J9 
.OOOOEr'l<J 
,coooF-99 
.OOOOE-9'l 
.OOCOE-9'l 
.00001;-'l'l 
olOOOE 01 
.ooooE-99 
• COOOE-99 
.lCCOE 01 
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TABLE So 3'0 2 ( Continued) 
PHASE 8 COMPUTE SUBMATRICES OF SUBNETWORK MATRICES A AND B 
SUBNETWORK l 
LISTC 
LISTL 
LISTE 
LISTJ 
A22 
2 
l 
4 
l 
3 
2 
l 3 
-.OOCOOE-99 -.OOOOOE-99 
-.cooooE-99 -.oooooE-99 
822 
-.CCCOOE-99 
-.OOOOOE-99 
B2 l 
.cccooi:-99 
.OOCOOE-99 
A2l 
.oooooe-99 
.OOOOOE-99 
.lOOOOE 01 .COOOOE-99 
.lOOOOE 01 -.lOOOOE 01 
Al2 
-.lOOOOE 01 -.lOOOOE 01 
.COCCOE-99 ·lOCOOE 01 
012 
.coocoE-99 
-.lCCOOE 01 
All 
.OOOOOE-99 .COCOOE-99 
.occooe-99 -.1ccooe 01 
Bll 
.oooooE-99 
.cooooe-99 
.OCCOOE-99 
.ocoooe.-99 
SUBNETWORK 2 
lfSTC l 
LISTL 3 
LIS TE 3 2 
821 
.oooooE-99 .OOOOOE-99 
A2l 
.lOOOOE 01 
Al2 
- .. 1coooe 01 
All 
-.1ccooe 01 
Bll 
- •. lOOCOE 01 .lOOOOE 01 
.1ocooe 01 
.lOOOOE 01 
.oooooE-99 
.100001: 01 
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TABLE 5.3.2 (Continued) 
PHASE 9 COMPUTE CO~POSITE B MATRIX 
SBNWNO 1 
.ocooe-99 .ooooE-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
.ccooE-99 .OOOOE-99 .coooE-99 .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 .COOOE-99 .lCOOE Ol .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 ;.OOOOE-99 • lCOCE 01 .ooooE-99 
.ocooE-99 .OOOOE-99 .lOOOE 01 .OOOOE-99 
.ccooE-99 .ooooE-99 .coooe-9q .OOOOE-99 
SBNWNO 2 
.cccoE-99 .lOOOE 01 -.lOOOE 01 .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 .coooe-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 .oaooe-99 .lOOOE 01 .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 .COOOE-99 .lOOOE Ol .OOOOE-99 
.COOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 .lOOOE Ol .OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
· PHASE 11 .COMPUTE CG~POSITE A MATRIX 
SHNWNO l 
"CCOOE-99 
.ocooE-99 
.CCOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 
.ccooE-99 
SBNWNO 2 
-.lCOOE 01 
.CCOOE-99 
.cccoe-9q 
.CCOOE-99 
.CCCOE-99 
• lCCOE 01 
.COOOE-99 
.COOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 
.lOOOE 01 
.1oooe 01 
.COOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.CCOOE-99 
• .lOOOE 01 
.lOOOE 01 
.CCOOE-99 
.COOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
-.ICCOE 01 
.CCOOE-99 
-.lOOOE 01 
.coooE-9<:1 
.CCOOE-99 
.oCOOE-9CJ 
-.lCOOE Ol 
.COOOE-99 
-.lOOOE 01 
.CCOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lOOOE Ol 
.OOOOE-99 
-.ooooE-99 
-.OOOOf:-99 
.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lOOOE 01 
.ooooE-<J9 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
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.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.1oooe 01 
-.OOQOE-99 
-.ooooe~99 ', 
.COOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lOOOE 01 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lCOOE 01 
.lOOOE 01 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.OOOOE-99 
.coooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.lOOOl: Ol 
.1oooe 01 
-.OOOOE-99 
-.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-.99 
.OOOOE-99 
.• OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
-.1oooe 01 
.OOOOE-99 
~OOOOE-99 
.QOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
TABLE 5,3o2 (Continued) 
N-PORT REPR~SENTATICN 
NUMBER OF PORTS 2 
NUMBER OF NETWORK VOLTAGE DRIVEKS l 
NUMBER OF NETWORK CURRENT DRIVERS 1 
NUMBER1 OF CAPAC I TCR S 3 
NUMBER OF INDUCTORS. 3 
COEFFICIENT-MATRICES OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATION 
PORT DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
.4CCOE CO -.2000E CO 
-.2CCOE CO .6000E 00 
NETWORK VOLTAGE DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
-.4CCCE CO 
.2COOE CO 
CAPACITOR STATE-VOLTAGE CCEFFlCIENT MATRIX 
-.2CCOE CO .CCOOE-99 .2000( 00 
.6COOE CO .CCOOE-99 .4000[ 00 
NETWORK CURRENT DRIVER COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
.6CCOE CO 
.2CCOE CO 
INDUCTOR STATE-CU~RENT COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
-.2COOE CO -.200CE 00 .COOOE-~9 
~.4CCOE 00 -.4000E 00 .COOOE-99 
COE FF IC I ENT MATRICES Of THE STATE OIFFERENrIAL EQUATION. 
B r,,ATRIX 
.2COOE co -.6000E 00 -.2000E 00 -.2000E 00 
-.CCOOE-99 -.OOOOE-99 .coooE-'Jq .OOOOE-99 
-.2coo1: co -.4000E 00 .2000E 00 -.8DODE 00 
-.2COOE co -.4000E co .2COOE 00 .2000E 00 
-.2COOE co -.40001: 00 .2000E 00 .2000E 00 
-.CCOOE-CJ9 -.COOOE-c;9 .CCOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
A f"A TR IX 
-.6COOE co .ooooE-99 -.,,oooe DO .4000E 00 .4000E 00 
.CCOOE-99 .COOOE-99 .00001::-99 -. lOOOE 01 -.lOOOE 01 
-.4000E 00 .COOOE-99 -.6000E OD -.4000E 00 .6000E 00 
-.4COOE co .1000E 01 o4COOE 00 -.4000E 00 -.4000E 00 
-.4COOE oo .lOOOE 01 -.6000E 00 -.4000E 00 -.4000E 00 
.lOOOE 01 .COOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 .OOOOE-99 
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) 
-~lOOOE 01 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.OOOOE-99 
.ooooE-99 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6ol Summary. The motivation for this investigation has been the 
extension of work already accomplished in the development of mechanized 
methods for determining the multiport models of systems in general 
and electrical networks in particular. The investigation was based 
upon the use of the linear graph theory approach to network analysis 
and upon the preceding work of Lucky (2)o Two main developments arose 
from the investigation, and two digital computer programs were written 
to illustrate the practical application for which the theory was 
intended. 
The first and main development is the dividing of the large 
network into subnetworks and forming the required network model from 
a composite of the subnetwork models. This technique permits the 
modeling of a much larger network on a computer of a giv~n size. Also, 
as a result of this technique, multiport devices represented by 
suitable terminal representations may be components of the network 
for which the n-port model is sought. In order to completely mec;hanize 
the procedure, three algorithms were developed. The first algorithm 
and basic to the study is the procedure of dividing the network into 
subnetworks. The other algorithms necessary are for forming the tree 
and cotree for each subnetwork and for producing the coefficient 
matrix of the fundamental cutset equations of each subnetwork. The 
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computer program written to demonstrate these techniques will 
accommodate a network with a maximum of 40 nodes. 20 voltage drivers, 
20 current drivers; 100 resistors, and any number of multiterminal 
components~ The latter components must be represented by ·a five- or 
fewer-terminal tree-representation. 
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The second development to come from this research is the mechanized 
determination of an n-port state-space model of a network containing 
energy-storage elementso Again, large networks are considered 
requiring the dividing of the network and forming the solution as 
outlined above. The computer program written to demonstrate this 
development will accommodate a network with a maximum of 40 nodes, 20 
capacitors, 20 inductors• ten voltage drivers• ten current drivers, 
and 100 resistors. 
A general restriction upon the ne'l;works to be considered is that 
some tree of the network must contain all of the voltage drivers and 
capacitors. 9 and the cotree must contai.n all of the current drivers 
and inductors. In addition to this general restriction, sufficient 
conditions are given in Chapter II guaranteeing that a given network 
may be divided into sufficiently small subnetworks. 
Then-port models of a number of example networks have been 
determined using the two computer programs. Two examples are included 
in this thesis to show the input data format and to illustrate the 
functioning of the programs by showing the printed computer output of 
the intermediate steps of the modeling process. 
6 4 2 Conclusions o . This investigation has demonstrated that the 
digital computer can be used to obtain then-port model of large 
networks whose elements are 
( a) resistors ii 
(b) voltage drivers, 
(c) current drivers• and 
(d) passive, resistive multiport devices 
by using a program which divides the network into parts to obtain the 
model. This investigation also has demonstrated that an n-port state-
space model of a large network containing 
( a) resistors t 
(b) voltage drivers 9 
(c) current drivers 9 
(d) capacito~s 9 and 
(e) inductors 
can be obtained by similar procedures. Only simple input data, basic 
to network analysis, is required; and the models are obtained without 
:r•equiring any manual analysis o 
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Because of the basic similarity==that of dividing the network into 
subnetworks==between the method developed in this thesis and Kron's 
method of tearing~ the following is given to present the differences 
between the two methods. The primary difference is in the forming of 
the subnetwork models and the forming of the torn network solutions; 
these are equivalent steps in the processes. The subnetwork models 
are multiport representations of the subnetworks; the torn network 
solutions of Kron us method are in,rerses of certain principal minors 
of the system matrixo Because some elements are removed from the 
network and do not appear in any of the network parts, the torn network 
solutions do not involve all of the network elements as do the 
subnetwork models of the method developed in this thesis. Because of 
the form of the composite subport model!) it is easy to obt~in the 
desired multiport model for a network in terms of mixed network driver 
and port driver independent variables o Kron' s method does not appear 
to lend itself easily to networks with mixed driverso Finally, Kron's 
met.hod does not provide for the inclusion of energy storage network 
elements and the formulation of the state-variable differential 
equations as developed in this work. Kron's method appears to be 
limited to 9 or at least is most applicable to, its intended use--
solving large systems of linear algebraic eq1.;1ationso 
6~3 Recommendations for Further Study. There are a number of 
possible extensions of this research and also one or two areas where 
the techniques of previous work and the techniques of this work. may 
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be combined to provide a more inclusive capability of network analysis, 
It would be :desirable to be able to include multiport components,' 
along with one=port resistors, capacitors, inductors• aµ.d drivers in 
the ne,tworks for which the state-space model is determined. Including 
passive algebraic multiports does not appear diffiqulto However, an 
important extension would be to be able to include active components 
with energy storage; that is• multiport components represented by 
state-space models o 
In order to accommodate ideal transformers as network components, 
it might ,be desirable to divide the network such that the transformers 
are embedded in the subnetworks and provide the necessary program 
derived from Lucky (2) to compute the subnetwork models. 
It would be very desirable to be able to obtain n-port models of 
networks which contain multiport components modeled by hybrid terminal 
characteristics since many mechanical and electromechanical components 
are represented by hybrid models, Thus, if the same approach were 
taken of dividing the network and treating multiport components as 
subnetwo~ks• a hybrid composit~ model would result. This approach may 
be feasible and definitely represents a challenge. If some approach 
could be worked out, the resulting procedure would be of great aid in 
extending the procedures already available for the analysis of general 
electromechanical systems as well as other types of systems. 
The procedures developed in this thesis obtain the n-port model 
similar to that of a Norton equivalent model; that is, the port 
currents are given as.the dependent variables in terms of independent 
zn -~ 
voltage and current driver variables. It may be desirable to obtain 
the dual of this model--a model similar to the Thevenin equivalent 
model--with the port voltages given as the dependent variables in 
terms of independent current and voltage driver variables. The model 
obtained in this thesis was chosen since it is easy to form the 
composite equations• Equations 2.2.5 and s.1.s, by a simple algebraic 
addition of conductance matrix elements which represent paralleled 
subnetwork model elements. If the dual model is to be formulated, 
elements of resistance matrices must be combined which represent 
paralleled subnetwork model elements. This combining will not be a 
simple algebraic addition of elements, but the addition of cer•tain 
inverses of submatrices of the subnetwork models, It may be desirable 
to investigate this problem and develop the procedures for formulating 
the composite Thevenin model of a network from the Thevenin models 
of its subnetworks. 
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APPENDIX A 
KRON'S METHOD OF TEARING 
A technique for solving large systems of equations, known as the 
method of tearing 9 has been presented by Gabriel Kron. 1, 2 , 3 The 
technique generally speeds up the solution time or makes possible the 
solution of systems too large to solve by direct means, The inversion 
of a system matrix can become a time consuming process even on very 
. fast computers if the matrix is very large. It is estimated that the 
time required to invert an N x N matrix by the Gauss or Crout elimination 
processes is proportional to the cube of N, 4 • 5 · By applying the method 
of tearing, a reduction in the solution time of the order of 2/n2 may be 
realized when the given system is divided or "torn" into n subsystems, 
This reduction is brought about because n subsystem matrices of 
1 Gabriel Kron• "A Set of Principles to Interconnect the Solutions 
of Physical Systems," Journal .£t Applied Physics, XXIV ( 195 3), pp. 965-
980 o 
2 Gabriel Kron, "A Method of Solving Very Large Physical Systems 
in Easy Stages•" Institute £!. Radio Engineers Proceedings, XLII (1954), 
pp. 6 80-6.86 • . 
3 Gabriel Kron, "Inverting a 256 x 256 Matrix," Engineering, CLXXIX 
(1955), pp. 309-312. 
4 Alston s. Householder, Principles .£!.Numberical Analysis (New 
York, 1953) t PP• 82-83. · 
5 v. No Feddeeva, Computational Methods .2!., Linear Algebra (New 
York, 1959), P• 65. 
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dimension N/n x N/n are inverted instead of the larger N x N given 
system matrix. The basic technique of the method of tearing is outlined 
in the following paragraph. Following this is a more detailed 
mathematical treatment. 
Given a mathematical system of linear equations (or a physical 
system which is represented by) 
I = Y E ( A. l) 
--
where l represents the vector of N unknown variables and ! represents 
the vector of N unknown variables, it is desired to determine the solution 
E = Z I (A.2) 
where Z, the solution matrix• is the inverse of Y • the system matrix. 
- -
The method of tearing requires that a netwo:r'k or circuit model be 
created or synthesized, if one does not already exist, which is 
represented by the system equation• Equation A.1. This network model 
is divided into several subnetworks by the removal of apbitrary branches 
which are called tie branches. The subsystem equations are.then written 
and solved. These solution equations are then used to establish a 
system solution network connected together by the previously removed 
tie branches. The solution equation of the given system is determined 
by solving for or eliminating the constraints which appear where the 
tie branches have been replaced in the solution network. The following 
paragraphs give a general mathematical treatment of the -steps outlined 
above; refer to Chapter 11 of Braae. 6 
6 Ro Bra.ae, Matrix Algebra !2£. Electrical Engineers (Reading,_ 
Massachusetts• .1963) 11 PP• 135-14-2. · · 
Assume that the system equati~, Equation A.1. is given and that 
an electrical network has been created which is represented by this 
equation. The vector I could represent the N currents of ideal 
-
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drivers connected between each of the N network nodes and the 'reference 
node of the networko The vector Ethen would represent the N node-to-
-
reference unknown voltage. 
The network is divided into subnetworks by removing the tie branches 
which connect across arbitrary division lines which divide the network 
into n subnetworks. Assume that p branches are removed. The torn 
system matrix Y' is formed by deleting the removed tie branch admittance 
values from the system matr,ix '!..• This new matrix Y' is composed of N 
io-
submatrices which are square and lie on the main diagonal and zero 
submatrices elsewhere. 
To compensate for the removal of the tie branches, additional 
currents must be applied to the nodes from which the branches were 
removed in order that the torn network still represent the original 
system. For example, consider the q-th branch which is removed from 
its place between node i and node j. A current, .. I, . • must. be "injected" 
1] 
into node i and a current I .. "injected" into node j, where I 1 •• = Iq 1] J . 
is the current which 1 before tearing, flowed in branch q from node i 
to node j o This "injection" of currents to compensate for the removed 
branches may be accomplished mathematically by defining the total 
driver currents as 
.!.total = I + ! !tb 
where I is the current defined in Equation A. l, !tb is the vector of 
tie branch currents, and K is an incidence matrix which has the general 
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form 
• 
-1 i-th row 
K = • (A.4) 
-
• +l j ... th row 
0 
q-th 
column 
where the q-th branch is removed from between node i and node j O 
Note now that the current, which existed before tearing, from.node 
i to node j produced a voltage difference Ei - Ej = Zq Iq. The equation 
T 
!5_. ~ = - ~b .!.tb (A.5) 
gives the relationship between the node voltages associated with the 
tie branches and the tie branch currents where !5_.T is the transpose of 
,!S_ and ~b is the diagonal matrix whose elements are the impedance values 
of the removed tie branches. 
The torn system equation 
.!. + ~ .f.tb = y' E (A.6) 
is solved for E 
-
(A.7) 
-1 
where '!;_' = '!..' ~ Z v is determined by forming the inverses of the 
submatrices on the main diagonal of'!..' (a process much easier than 
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· forming the inverse of the complete system matrix Y. The solution of E 
. - -
in Equation A.7 is not explicit in terms of I alone, but it also contains 
-
1tb• the unknown tie branch currents. These unknowns are ,1iminated as 
follows, Equation A. 6 is premultiplied by KT and the result equated to 
. -
Equation A.s • and an expression for .!th is obtainedz 
I = • [ Z + KT Z' K]"" 1 KT Z' I 
--t:b . ~b . - - - - - -
(A. 8) 
The solution equation 1 E given explicitly now in terms of I, is 
- -
E = Z I (A .9) 
where the solution matrix z, the inverse of the system matrix Y is 
- -
Z = Z' - Z' K [ Z + KT Z' Kr 1 KT Z' 
- ... -- - ~b - .... - ... .. (A.10) 
In summary• Kron' s method of tearing may be out lined as follows: 
(1) representation of the physical system or mathematical system of 
equations by an equivalent network, (2) removing r elements of the 
network and forming the torn admittance matrix !.', ( 3) inverting !.' by 
inverting its main diagonal submatrices (all other submatrices are 
zero), ( 4). writing the incidence matrix 15,, which describes the o:riiginal 
connections of the removed tie branches, and the tie branch matrix 
t..tb, ( 5) inverting the r x r matrix [~b - 15,T f' l5_] .• and (6) forming 
the desired solution matrix Z given by Equation A.10. 
-
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APPENDIX B. 
FORTRAN VARIABLE NAMES AND DEFINITIONS 
The following is a partial list of FORTRAN names used in Programs I 
and II and their definitionso Dimensioned variables--program lists, 
arrays, vectors, and matrices--are indicated by NAME(!) and NAME(I, J). 
A(I t J) The matrix A defined by Equation 5,1,12, 
-
B(I, J) The matrix B defined by Equation 5,1,12, 
-
BOTNOD -- The second node located to which a tree element is 
incident, 
BRANCH·-- The tree element of the cutset, 
·coNDUC(I) The list of the two-terminal network conductance 
valueso 
CRDSET(I) -- The list of elements belonging to the subnetwork 
cotree, 
CUTCRD -- A cotree element belonging to the cutset. 
CUTSET(I) -- The set of cotree elements of a cutset, 
D(I, J) -· Phase 4, The matrix 12..vn defined by Equation 3,4,13, 
p(I' J) Phase 6. The matrix D defined by Equations 2,2,2 and 
- . 
DIRECT(!• J) -- The array defined in Definition 4,3,2:, 
G(I • J) 
G( I, J) 
Phase 1, The matrix G defined by Equation 4,2,1, 
-
.Phase 4, The matrix §,D defined by Equation 3. 4, 12 
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G(I• J) -~ Phase 5, The matrix G defined by Eq~ations 2.2.2 and 
-
2.2.s. 
G22INV(I 9 J) -- A dimensioned area of memory of Phases 5 and 6 used 
GCOTRE(I) 
GTRANS(I • J) 
to temporarily store ivo and .£.vo matrices read in 
from tape before moving the elements to permanent 
locations G and D. Also used in computation of 
-1 
G22 • 
The list of conductances of the cotree conductance 
elements in the order in which the elements appear in 
the cutset equations. 
The matrix £vo defined by Equation 4.2.s. 
GTREE( I) -- The list of conductances of the tree conductance elements 
in the order in which the elements appear in the cutset 
equationso 
IELEM( I) .-- The list of elements added to the su):)network connection 
array since the last size determination was made. 
INODE(I) -~ A temporary list equivalent to the list NODE(I) of 
Phase 1. 
IROW( I) ...;_ The vector used to store the elements of a row of the · 
matrix§.. as they are computed in Phase 2. 
ISUBPT(I) -- A temporary list equivalent to the list SBNWPT(I). 
KNODE(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. A 
number equal to the entry number indicates that node is 
to be a part of the subnetwork being formed if the sub-
group of elements of IELEM list can be added to the 
subnetwork. 
KVERTX(I) -~ A temporary list equivalent to the list VERTEX(!). 
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LIST(I) A list with an entry for each node of the network. The 
number in each entry indicates the position that the 
SRBRLT listed elements appear in the composite subnetwork 
model. 
LISTC(I) -- A list with an entry for each capacitot' in the subnetwork. 
The entry position corresponds to the element position 
in the cutset equations, The number in the entry is the 
position of the capacitor in the composite subnetwork 
model. 
LISTE(I) -- A list of subnetwork voltage driver elements defined 
similarly to LISTC(I) above, 
LISTJ(I) -- A list of subnetwork current driver elements defined 
similarly to LISTC(I) above. 
LISTL(I) -- A list of subnetwork inductor elements defined similarly 
to LISTC(I) above, 
LTCAPT -- The element number of the capacitor with the largest 
number. 
LTCTSR -- The element number of the current driver with the largest 
number. 
LTINDT -- The element number of the inductor with the largest 
number. 
MA:XDEG -- The maximum number of two-terminal elements incident to 
any node of the network. 
MA:XSUB -- The maximum number of two-terminal elements incident to 
any node of the subnetwork. 
MINBRS 
MIN COS 
The minimum number of tree elements to be in a subnetwork. 
The minimum number of cotree elements to be in a subnetwork. 
MNNWVS Equal to NOVTSR + NOCTSR + NOPNDS - 1. 
MONODE The number of nodes minus one. 
MRNODE(I) A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
A number in an entry equal to the entry position 
indicates the node is included in at least one sub-
network• that is, is an associated node. 
MTCPLT(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
A number in an entry equal to the entry position 
indicates the node is a terminal of at least one 
multiterminal component. 
MTCTPT(I) -- A list of nodes which are multiterminal component 
terminalso 
NCPPIN 
NCPSPl 
NNVSPl 
NOCAPS 
NOCDST 
NOCOND 
Equal to NOCAPS + NOINDS. 
Equal to NOCAPS + l. 
Equal to NOVTSR + 1. 
Number of capacitors of the network. 
The number of elements in the cotree. 
The number of conductance elements of the network. 
NOCTSR -- The number of current drivers of the network. 
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NODE(I) -- Phase ld A list with an entry for each node of the 
network. A number in each entry equal to the entry 
position indicates the node is included in th.e subnetwork 
but does not have a.11 of its incident elements in the 
subnetworko 
NODE(I) -- Phase 3. A list of numbers of nodes which make up the 
super=node of the cutset. 
NOELEM -- The number of network elements contained in the subnetwork. 
NOGCOT 
NO INDS 
NOMTCT 
NONO DE 
NONWEL 
NONWVS 
NOPNDS 
NOPNPl 
NORMNG 
NOSBNW 
NOSNCS 
The number of conductances in the subnetwork tree. 
Number of inductors of the network. 
The number of multiterminal components. 
The number of nodes of the network. 
The number of two-terminal elements of the network. 
The number of network voltage drivers. 
The number of ports, or port nodes• of the desired 
network model. 
Equal to NOPNDS + lo 
The number of network voltage drivers not yet used in 
defining x-nodes o 
The number of subnetworks. 
The number of current drivers and inductors in a 
subnetwork o 
NOSNVS -- The number of voltage drivers, both network and subpart 
NOTE RM 
NOTRST 
NOVTSR 
NOVTXS 
NOXNDS 
NPNPCP 
NPNPPN 
NPNPVS 
NRELEM 
NRCAPS 
NRCTSR 
drivers and capacitors, in a subnetwork. 
The number of terminals of a multiport component, 
The number of elements in the tree. 
The number of voltage drivers of the network. 
The number of nodes of a subnetwork. 
The number of x-nodes not yet embedded in a subnetwork, 
Equal to NOPNDS + NOCAPS. 
Equal to two times NOPNPN. 
Equal to NOPNDS + NOVTSR. 
The number of elements contained in the !ELEM list. 
Number of capacitors of a subnetwork. 
Number of current drivers of a subnetwork. 
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NRINDS -- Number of inductors of a subnetwork. 
NRVTSR -- Number of voltage drivers of a subnetwork. 
NRSBNW -- Equal to NOSBNW + NOMTCTo 
NSBPPl •• Equal to NOSBPT + lo 
NSBPTl Equal to NOSBPT + lo 
NSBPVS Equal to NOSBPT + NOVTSRo 
NSPVSl Equal to NOSBPT + NOVTSR + 1. 
NTOTDV -· Equal to NOVTSR + NOCTSRo 
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NTWKCN(I, J) -- The network connection array defined by Definition 
ORIENT.(l) The network element orientation list defined by 
PORT(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. A 
PORTND(I) 
number in an entry equal to the entry position indicates 
the node is a subport of at least one subnetwork. 
The list of nodes which are ports of the desired 
representationo 
S(I, J) -- The cutset equation coefficient matrix s. 
. -
SBNWCN(I, J) -- The subnetwork connection array.. See definition. 
fc;,r NTWKCNo 
SBNWNO -- Subnetwo~k numbero 
SBNWPT(I) A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
A number equal to the entry nu!J)ber indicates that the 
node is a subport of the subnetwork. 
SNCSLT(I) -- A list with an entry for each current driver in the 
subnetwork. The entry position corresponds to the 
current driver position in the cutset equations. The 
number in the entry is the position of the current 
driver in the composite subnetwork representation. 
(Inductors are considered current drivers for this 
listo) 
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SNVSLT(I) -- A list with an entry for each voltage driver in the 
subnetworko The entry position corresponds to the 
voltage driver position in the cutset equations. The 
number in the entry is the position of the voltage 
driver in the composite subnetwork representation. 
(Capacitors are considered voltage drivers for this 
list.,) 
SRBRLT(I) -~ A list with an entry for each possible subnetwork 
voltage driver, both network and subport drivers. A 
number in an entry equal to the entry position 
indicates the voltage driver is a subnetwork voltage 
driver. 
SUBNOD( f) -- A list of node numbers whose position in the list 
indicates the position of the nodes in the reduced 
subnetwork connection array. 
TOPNOD -- The first node located to which the tree element is 
incident. 
TRESET(I) 
VERTEX(!) 
The list of elements belonging to the subnetwork tree. 
A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
A number equal to the entry indicates that the node 
is in the subnetwork. 
XNDLST(I) ·-- A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
A number in an entry equal to the entry position 
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indicates the node is an x-node. 
XNDREF(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
The number in an entry is the number of the other 
node to which the voltage driver is incident which 
defines the x-node corresponding to the entry position. 
XNDSRC(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. 
Th~ number in an entry is the number of the voltage 
driver element which defines the x-node corresponding 
to the entry. 
XNODE(I) -- A list with an entry for each node of the network. A 
number in an entry equal to the entry position indicates 
the node is an x-node. 
ZERORW -- A row of the subnetwork connection array (before the 
array is reduced) which contains no non-zero ~i_ements. 
This represents a network node not contained in the 
subnetwork. 
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APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHARTS FOR PROGRAM I 
Flow charts for the six phases of Program I are contained in the 
following Figures C-1 through C-60 In these charts the diamond-shaped 
symbol s·ignifies a decision step and is used for the logical if 
statement. When the if statement is true, the logic flow is out the 
-
(right or left) side point of the diamond symbol; if the statement is 
-
false, the flow is out the lower point of the symbol. 
Table C-1 gives a listing of the tape read/write statements 
which are referenced in the flow charts by number. A number. of 
variables are written on tape as one FORTRAN name and later read from 
the tape and placed in memory under a different FORTRAN name. This 
is indicated by a variation in the list notation, for example, 
Statement 12, Table C-1: 
12 5 5 GTRANS/G- G22INV 
indicates that the variables GTRANS 9 read onto tape 5 in phase 3, and 
G• read onto tape 5 in phase 4~ occupy the same relative position in 
the two write statements and are read out in phase 5 into the FORTRAN 
name G22INV. This is done to better utilize computer memory. 
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Read general 
network 
specifications 
Detennine 
XNODEs due to 
given ports 
Initialize 
subnetwork 
variables 
Select a no e, 
define as row 
I of N'r'.oJKCN' 
to enbed in the 
subnetwork. 
Locate a non-
zero row I 
NTWKCN entry; 
define as IJ 
14..,.... __ .,...-_.._ __ __,....,. 
Locate second 
NTWKCN IJ entr 
in NTWKCN row K 
Transfer the 
two IJ entries 
to the SBN'1/CN 
array. Add IJ 
to IELEJ,1 list, 
and to ·rRESET 
or CRDSET if IJ 
is a driver. 
Add node K to 
KNODE and 
KVERTX lists· 
to..,....,..... __ .,... ___ _ 
Deternine 
XNODEs due to 
node Kif node 
K is a subport 
Add node I to 
INODE and 
Vli:RTX lists 
and remove 
.from KNOD.l!. list 
If node I is a 
port, or a 
I TCTPT and not 
an XNODE, plac 
node I in 
ISUBPT list 
Determine size 
of subnetwork 
Add temporary 
lists to sub-
network lists': 
K'/BRTX to 
VERTEX, !SU BPT 
to SBNWPT, 
KNODE to NODE 
and 11RNODE, 
and !NODE to 
RNODE·. Remove 
!NODE entries 
from NODE and 
KNODE lists. 
Initialize 
tern lists 
a new node 
embed from 
list; if none 
exists, select 
any node with 
non-zero en-
tries remaining 
in NTWKCN and 
go to 14. If 
no elements 
Remove elements 
listed in 
IELEMT list 
from SB~fCN and 
return them to 
NT'i/KCN; remove 
them from 
Ti'tESE'l' and 
CRDSET if any 
are drivers 
Figure C-lo Fl ow Chart for Phase lo 
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"l3 
'"'A..,...d""'!""m"'D~E,...,..li'""s""'t---. 
to SBNWPT list. 
Add SBNWPT list 
to PORT list. 
Move non-zero 
SBNWCN elements 
to the left in 
each row. Add 
entri es to 
SBNWCN and to 
TRE3ET to 
represent 
subnetwork 
port drivers. 
Add MTCPLT 
entries which 
are not XNODEs 
to SRBRLT. 
Call 
next phase 
Print XNDL.".iT, 
ND[{SF, XNDSRC 
Number SRBH1T 
entri es form-
ing LIST: 
number network 
port drivers 
first, subport 
drivers second 
and network 
voltage 
drivers last. 
J • . 0 
Do 507 
I• 1, 
NOT ERM 
MCPI=l·ITCTPT( I) 
J .. J+l; 
SNVSLT(J)aLIST 
(MCPI+NOVTSR); 
Row J of S is 
!ROW. Go to 507 
J .. J+l; 
SNVSLT(J)=LIST 
(XNRFII+NOVTSR) 
ow J of Sis 
IROvl 
~0~5 ___ __, __ __ 
Row J of Sis 
negative of 
!ROW 
Figure C-2o Flow Chart for Phase 2. 
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KK • 0 
1q _____ ...,. __ _ 
KK • KK+l 
IJ • TRE.SET(KK 
21 ___ ..._ __ __ 
Locate the two 
SBNWCN rows, 
TOPNOD and 
BOTJIOD, which 
contain IJ; 
remove the IJ 
entries; re-
ove all en-
tries common to 
the two rows 
and place them 
i.n CRDSET; move 
non-zero en-
tries of TOPNOD 
to the left and 
add remaining 
BOTNOD entries 
to TOPNOD, 
Eliminate 
:OOTNOD row by 
moving lower 
Call 
next phase 
BRANCH• 
TRESET(BR) 
Locate one node 
(row of SBNWCN) 
to which BRANCH 
is incident; 
determine 
orientation of 
BRANCH with re-
spect to node: 
NN•l if toward, 
NN•-1 is away. 
4 
Place node into 
NODE list; add 
elements of row 
(node)to CUTSET 
li1;1t; remove 
BRANCH from 
CUTSET list. 
Remove the ele-
ments of CUTSET 
list which 
appear twice in 
the CUTSET list 
10 
'""a""R.,..AN'"'"c"'H,,...,...._ _ .... 
TRESET element 
Locate other 
node (row) 
containing 
BRANCH; remove 
BRANCH from 
CuTSET list. 
Determine 
location of 
CUTSET(K) in 
CRDSET; specify 
location as J. 
Determine if 
CUTSET( K) is 
oriented away 
from any node 
of NODE list; 
if it ii; N•2; 
if no N•l. 
If N•t1N1 S(BR,J 
•l; if N f NN, 
S(Bll,J)=-1 
24 
Continue 
2.8 
'51 
JJ=TRESET(J); 
NOGTRE=NOGTRE+l 
GTREE(NOGTRE) 
CONDUC(JJ). 
II•CRDSET I 
-NOCOND 
SNCSLT(I)•II 
33 
JJ•CR.DSET J; 
NOGCOT,.NOGCOT+l 
GCOTRE(!'IOGCOT)• 
CONDUC(JJ) . 
Figure C-3o Flow Chart for Phase 3. 
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Initialize S 
Call 
next phase 
Gl = GTREE +T 
S22*GCOTRE*S22 
GlINV = Gl·l 
G ""' 
S12*GOOTRE*G3 
D = 
, G2T*GlINV*S2 
...S11 
D "" -Sll Print D, 
· SNCSLT. 
Continue 
Call 
next phase 
Figure c-4o Flew Chart for Phase 4o 
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K = SNVSLT(I) 
L = SNVSLT(J) 
I...-----'-----. 
G(K,L) = G(K,L) 
+ G22INV(I,J) 
2. ------Continue 
3-------Continue 
11 111 011. 
G12*G22*G21 
Gl3 = G13 -
G12*G22*G23 
Figure C-5. Flow Chart for Phase 5 
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K = SNVSLT(I) 
L = SNCSLT(J) 
, __ ___,..__  __, 
D(K,L) = 
G22INV(I..,J) 
2. __ ___.... ____ _ 
Continue 
D1 = D1 ... 
G12*G221*D2 
Figure c-60 Flow Chart for Phase 6. 
Call 
next phase 
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TABLE C-1 
READ/WRITE STATEMENT LISTING 
Read/Write Write. Read Tape 
Statement Phase Phase Unit FORTRAN Variables 
1 1 2 5 MTCTNOt NOTERM, MTCTPT, DIRECT, G 
2 1 2 4 SBNWNO, NOTRST I NOCDST, MAXSUB, SBNWCN, 
TRESET, CRDSET 
3 1 2 6 NONODE, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOPNDS, NONWEL 1 
N OSBNW , MNNWVS , NOMTCT, LTCTSR, XNDLST, 
XNDREF, XNDSRC, SRBRLT, PORTND, NOCOND 
4 2 3 6 NONODE, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NONWEL, NOPNDS, 
NOCOND, LTCTSR, NOSBNW, MNNWVS , N ONWVS , 
NOMTCT, ORIENT, LIST 
5 2 .3 6 MTCTNO, NOSNVS, SNVSLT, GTRANS - G 
6 2 3 5 SBNWN0 11 NOVTXS, MAXSUB, SBNWCN, SUBNOD 
7 2 3 5 SBNWNO, NOTRST 1 NOCDST, NOSNVS, NOSNCS, 
TRESET 1 CRDSET 
8 3 4 NONODE, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NONWEL, NOPNDS 1 
NOCOND 1 LTCTSR, NOSBNW, MNNWVS 1 NONWVS 
9 3 4 4 SBNWNO I NOTRST • NOCDST, N·OGTRE, NOGCOT, 
NOSNVS, NOSNCS, S1 GTREE, GCOTRE 1 
SNVSLT • SNCSLT 
10 3 5 5 NRSBNW-NOSBNW, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, 
NONWVS 1 NOPNDS, NOSBPT, NSBPVS, NSBPTl, 
NOSNPS 
11 3,4 5 5 MTCTNO/SBNWNO~SBNWNO, NOSNVS, NOGCOT 
12 3,4 5 5 GT~ANS/G~G22INV, SNVSLT 
13 3 6 6 NOSBNW 9 NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NONWVS, NOPNDS, 
NOSBPT, NSBPVS, NSBPT1 9 NOSNPS 
14 4 6 6 SBNWNO, NOSNVS, NOSNCS 
15 4 6 6 D-G22INV, SNVSLT, SNCSLT 
16 5 6 5 G12-Gl2 9 G22 -1 -G22INV 
17 5 6 5 G11-Gl2 
18 5 6 5 G13-Gl2 
A P P E N D I X D 
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APPENDIX D 
FLOW CHARTS FOR PROGRAM II 
Fow charts for the thirteen phases of Program II are contained 
in Figures D-1 through D-13. In these charts the diamond-shaped 
symbol signifies a decision step and is used for the logical if 
statement •. When the if statement is true, the logic flow is out the 
- . 
( right or left) ~ point of the diamond symbol; if the statement is 
false, the flow is out the lower point of the symbol. 
Table D-1 gives a listing of the tape read/write statements 
which are referenced in the flow charts by number. A number of 
variables are written on tape as one FORTRAN name and later read from 
the tape and placed in memory under a different FORTRAN name. This 
is indicated by a variation in the list notation, for example, 
Statement 16, .Table D-1: 
16 5 7 7 G -l1,G -GG21 22 21 
indicates that the variable product G22 - 1*G21 , read onto tape 7 in 
phase 5, is read out in phase 7 into the FORTRAN name GG2l. This is. 
done to better utilize computer memory. 
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ead general 
network 
specifications 
Determine 
XNODEs due to 
given ports 
7--------Initialize 
subnetwork 
variables 
Select a no e, 
define as row 
I of NTWKCN, 
to enbed in the 
subnetwork. 
13._ ..... __ 
Locate a non-
zero row I 
NTWKCN entry; 
define as IJ. 
14·~-,--...._-...,........,. 
Locate second 
NTWKCN IJ entry 
in NTWKCN row K 
ransfer the 
two IJ entries 
to the SBNWCN 
array. Add IJ 
to !ELD-I list, 
and to TRESET 
or CRDSET if IJ 
is a driver. 
Add node K to 
KNODE and 
KVERTX lists. 
%0 ;.,D,-e.,.te_:rm.....,i""n_e __ _, 
XNODEs due to 
node Kif node 
K is a subport 
Add node I to 
!NODE and 
KVERTX lists 
and remove 
from KNODE list 
If node I is a 
port, place 
node I in 
ISUBPT list. 
Determine size 
of subnetwork 
emporary 
l~sts to sub-
network lists: 
KVERTX to 
VERTEX, ISUBPT 
to SBNWPT, 
KNODE fo NODE 
and MRNODE, 
and !NODE to 
MRNODE. Remove 
DIODE entries 
from NODE and 
KNODE Usts. 
Initialize 
temporar lists 
a new node 
embed from NODE 
list; if none 
exists, select 
any node with 
non-zero en-
tries remaining 
in NT11'KCN and 
go to 14. lf 
no elements 
remain go 
to l~ 
Remove elements 
listed in 
IELEM'£ list 
from SBNWCN and 
return them to 
NTWKCN; remove 
them from 
TRESET and 
CRDSr.~ if any 
are drivers, 
Figure D-1. Flow Chart for Phase 1. 
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4;,:;..,......,,...,.,.,..._..,.. __ 
A 
to SBNWPT list. 
Add SBNWPT list 
to PORT list. 
Move non-zero 
SBNWCN entries 
to the left in 
each row. Add 
entries to 
SBNWCN and to 
TRESEI' to 
represent 
subnetwork 
port drivers. 
Add TRESET 
Number SRBRLT 
entries form-
ing LIST: 
number network 
port drivers 
first, subpart 
drivers second, 
network voltage 
drivers third 
and capacitors 
last. 
rder TRESET & 
RDS ET lists . 
liminate zero 
rows from 
BNWCN and for 
UBNOD list . 
Remove CRDSET 
entries from 
SBNWCN. 
KK = 0 
K = KK+l; 
J = TRESET(KK) 
Locate the two 
SBNWCN rows, 
TOPNOD and 
BOTNOD, which 
contain IJ; 
remove the IJ 
entries; re-
move all en-
tries common to 
the two rows 
and place them 
in CRDSET: move 
non-zero en-
tries of TOPNOD 
to the left and 
add remaining 
BOTNOD entries 
to TOPNOD. 
Eliminate 
BOTNOD row by 
moving lower 
rows up. 
Set IJ = 
SBNWCN( 1, 1); 
add IJ to 
TRESET list; 
go to 21 
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3~,------,--'-----. 
Initialize 
BNWCN. 
Call 
next phase 
Figure D-2 . Flow Chart for Phase 2. 
ead ORIENT, 
CONDUC. 
Set orientation 
of subport 
drivers equal 
to NONODE 
Print ORIEN'l', 
CONDUC. 
BRANCH= 
'rRESET( BR) 
Locate one node 
(row of SBNWCN) 
to which BRANCH 
is incident; 
determine 
orientation of 
BRANCH with re-
spect to node: 
NN=l if toward, 
NN=,;,l if away. 
4~----..... -. Place node into 
NODE list; add 
elements of ro 
( node)to CU'fSE 
list; remove 
BRANCH from 
CUTSET list. 
Remove the ele-
ments of CUTSE'l' 
list which 
appear twice in 
the CUTSET list 
BRANCH= 
TRESET element 
Locate other 
node(row) 
containing 
BRANCH; remove 
BRANCH from 
CUTSET list. 
Determine 
location of 
CUTSET(K) in 
CRDSET; specify 
location as J. 
Determine if 
CUTSET(K) is 
oriented away 
from any node 
of NODE list; 
i.f it is N=2, 
if not N=l. 
If N=NN, S(BH,J) 
=l; if N f, NN, 
S(BR,J)=-1 
24 -----''----
Continue 
15, ___ ...._ __ 
Continue 
Do 27 
I .. l, 
NOSNVS 
II=TRESET I 
-LTCTSR; 
SNVSLT(I)• 
LIST( II). 
NRVTSRaNRVTSR+l 
LISTE(NRIJTSR) 
=LIS'f( II) 
27 __ _,_ __ _ 
Continue 
28 
JJ=TRESET J) 
NOG'rRE= NOG'I'Rli:+ l 
GTREE(NOGTRE) 
CONDUC(JJ) 
Figure D-3o Flow Chart for Phase 3. 
NRINDS=NRINDS+l 
LISTL(NRINDS) 
=II 
NRCTSR•NRCTSR+l 
LIS'fJ(NRCTSR) 
=II-NO INDS 
JJ=CRDSii:T(J) 
NOGCOT=NOGCOT+ 
GCOTRr~( NOGCOT) 
=C01JDUC( JJ) 
Print S, 
SNVSLT, LIS'rc' 
LIS'l'E, GTREE, 
. SNCSLT, LISTL, 
LIS'I'J, GCO'rHE. 
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Initialize S 
Call 
next phase 
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Gl = GTREE +,r 
S22*GCOTRE!~S22 
lINV = Gl-l 
G3 = 
G = 
s12-i.~COTREikG3 
G = 
-G211lGCOTRE*Si2 
rint G 
3Z. ___ ...._ __ 
Continue 
ST22ilGlINV*G2 Call T next phase 
-S12 
Figure D-4. Flow Chart for Phase 4. 
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K = SNVSLT(I) 
I.------'----, 
L.;, SNVSLT(J) 
G(K,L) = G(K,L) 
+ G22INV(I,J) 
2----L---... 
·. Continue 
Gll = Gll -
G12-)rG22·:l-G21 
G13 = G13"" 
G121~G22r<G23 
GJ.4 = GJ.4 -
G121~G22-l}G24 
Ca11 · 
next hase 
Figure D-5. Flow Chart for Phase 5o 
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Do 3 
NNN=l., 
NOSBNW 
= SNVSLT(I) 
J L = SNCSLT( J) 
K(K,L) = 
G22INV(I,J) 
2--__.. __ _ 
Continue 
Compute 
G22 -l-i.~D21 
Compute 
G22-1*D22 
Call 
ext phase 
Figure D --6. Flow Chart for Phase 6. 
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Call 
next phase 
Figure D-7. Flow Chart i'or Phase 7. 
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Figure D-8. Flow Chart for Phase 8. 
CaE 
next phas 
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Call Subroutine 
(NRINDS., NRCTSR, 
LISTL, LISTJ, 
NOCAPS1 NONWVS) 
Read 34 
Call Subroutine 
(NRINDS, NRVTSR, 
LISTL, LISTE., 
NOCAPS, 0) 
Read 35 
Call Subroutine 
(NRCAPS, NRCTSR, 
LISTC, LISTJ, 
O, NONWVS) 
ead 38 
Call Subroutine 
(NRCAPS, NRVTSR; 
LISTC, LISTE, 
o, 0) Read 40 
Figure D-9. Flow Chart for Phase 9. 
Call 
next phase 
Subroutine 
108 
( Il, Jl, ILIST, 
IST I2 J2 
II=ILIST(I)+I2 
J=JLIST+J2 
Return 
Figure D-10. Flow Chart for Phase 10. 
Call 
next phase 
109 
Call Subrountine 
(NRINDS, NRINDS, 
LISTL, LISTC, 
NOCAPS, NOCAPS) 
Reiad 330 
Call Subroutine 
(NRINDS, NRCAPS, 
LISTL, LISTC, 
NOCAPS, 0) 
ead 36 
Call Subroutine 
(NRCAPS, NRINDS, 
LIS TC, LIS TL, . 
O, NOCAPS) 
Read 37. 
Call SubI'outine (NRCAPS, NRCAPS, 
LISTC, LISTC, 
o., 0) 
Read 39 
3'--~---
Continue 
Call 
next phase 
Subroutine 
(Il, Jl 9 ILIST, 
LIST I2 J2 
Do l 
J=l, 
Il 
II=ILIST(I)+I2 
JJ=JLIST+J2 
I ........ __ _,__ __ __, 
( II, JJ) =X( I, J) 
· Return 
Figure D-llo Flow Chart for Phase lL 
llO 
22=A22-
B22*G22-1*D22 
Call 
next phase 
Figure D-12. Flow Chart for Phase 12. 
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Print NOPNDS, 
NOVTSR, NOCTSR, 
NOCAPS, NOINDS 
all exit 
Figure D-13. Flow Chart of Phase 13. 
112 
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TABLE D-1 
READ/WRITE STATEMENT LISTING 
Read/Write Write Read Tape 
Statement Phase Phase Unit FORTRAN Variables 
1 1 2 4 SBNWN0 1 NOTRST, NOCDST, MAXSUB, SBNWCN 
.TRESET,- CRDSET 
2 1 2 6 NONODE, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, 
NONWEL, NOPNDS t NOCOND, LTINDT, LTCTSR, 
LTCAPT, NOSBNW, .MNNWVS, SRBRLT, PORTND 
3 2 3 6 NONODE • NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, 
NONWEL, NOP:t',TDS, NOCOND, LTINDT, LTCTSR, 
LTCAPT, N OSBNW, MNNWVS, NONWVS, LIST 
4 2 3 5 SBNWNO, NOVTXS, MAXSUB, SBNWCN, SUBNOD 
5 2 3 5 SBNWNO, NOTRST, NOCDST, NOSNVS, NOSNCS, 
TRESET, CRDSET 
6 3 4,8 4 NONODE, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, 
NONWEL, NOPNDS, NOCOND, LTINDT, LTCTSR, 
LTCAPT, NOSBNW, MNNWVS, NONWVS 
7 3 4,8 4 SBNWNO, NOTRST, NOCDST, NOGTRE, NOGCOT, 
NRCAPS, NRINDS, NOSNVS, NRVTSR, NOSNCS, 
NRCTSR, S, GTREE, GCOTRE, LISTC, LISTL, 
LISTE, LISTJ, SNVSLT, SNCSLT 
8 4 5 5 NOSBNW, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, 
NONWVS, NOPNDS, NOSBPT, NPNPVS, NPNPPN, 
NSBPVS, NPNPCP, NSBPTl, NSPVSl, NOPNPl, 
NOSNPS 
9 4 6 6 Same as Statement 8. 
10 4 5 5 SBNWNO, NOSNVS, NOGCOT 
11 4 6 6 SBNWNO, NOSNVS, NOSNCS 
12 4 5 5 G-G22INV, SNVSLT 
13 4 6 6 D-G22INV, SNVSLT, SNCSLT 
14 4 7 7 NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, NOPNDS, 
NOSNPS 
15 4 13 8 NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NOCAPS, NOINDS, NOPNDS 
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
Read/Write Write Read Tape 
Statement Phase Phase Unit 
16 5 7 7 
17 5 7 7 
18 5 7 7 
19. 5 6 5 
20 5 13 8 
21 6 13 8 
22 6 7 7 
23 · 6 7 7 
24 7 10 7 
25 7 10 7 
26 7 10 7 
27 7 10 7 
28 7 10 7 
29 8 9 6 
30. 8 11 5 
31 8 11 5 
32 8 9 6 
33 8 11 5 
34 8 9 6 
35 8 9 6 
36. 8 11 5 
FORTRAN Variables 
-1 ... G22 ··G21- GG21 
G -l*G -GG23 
22 23 
G - 1i:G -GG24 22 24 
G · -G12 G - 1~G22INV 12 t 22 
G-A 
D-A 
G - 1,•:o -GD21 
22 21 
G - 1i:D -GD22 
22 22 
GG21-G 
GG23-G 
GD22-G 
GG24-G 
GD21-G 
NOCAPS, NCPSPl, NOINDS, NCPPIN 9 NOPNDS, 
NONWVS 1 NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NTOTDV, NOSBNW, 
NOSNPS., NOSBPT, NNVSP1 1 NSBPPl. 
NOCAPS, NCPSPl, NOINDS, NCPPIN, NOSBNW, 
NOSNPS 
SBNWNO, NOGTRE, NOGCOT 9 NRCAPS, NRINDS 1 
NRVTSR, NRCTSR, LIST9, LISTL 
SBNWN0 1 NOGTRE, NOGCOT 1 NRCAPS, NRINDS, 
NRVTSR, NRCTSR, LISTC, LISTL, LISTE, 
LISTJ 
G3=~ 2-X 
G3=~22-X 
G3=~21-X 
G3=A -X 
-21 
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
.Read/Write Write Read Tape 
Statement Phase Phase Unit FORTRAN Variables 
37 8 11 5 G3=A.12 -X 
38 8 9 6 G3=B -X 
-12 
39 8 11 5 G3=A -X 
-11 
40 8 9 6 G3=B -X 
-11 
41 9 10 6 NOCAPS, NCPSPl, NOINDS, NCPPIN, NOPNDS, 
NONWVS, NOVTSR, NOCTSR, NTOTDV, NOSBNW, 
NOSNPS, NOSBPT, NNVSP1 1 NSBPPl 
42 9 10 6 B -B 1 
43 9 10 6 B2-B 
44 10 13 8 811' 813' 811+-A 
45 10 12 4 B ,-:G -l;0,G -G 12 22 24 
46 10 12 4 B *G - 1,'cD -G 12 22 21 
47 10 13 8 B , B , B -A 21 23 24 
48 10 12 4 B ,'cG -l,,G -G 22 22 24 
49 10 12 4 B ''1G '"' 1,'cD -G 22 22 21 
50 11 12 5 NOCAPS 9 
NOSNPS 
NCPSPl, NOINDS, NCPPIN, NOSBNW, 
51 11 12 5 A-A l 
52 ll 12 5 A-A 2 
53 12 13 8 Al 1' A12-A 
54 12 13 8 A21' A22-A 
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